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1

Ports are critical components of global sup-
ply chains, connecting producers and con-
sumers around the world. As such, they play 
a vital role in facilitating international trade, 
creating jobs, and driving economic growth. 
However, the efficiency and competitive-
ness of a port are influenced by several fac-
tors, including the level of integration and 
collaboration among port stakeholders. In 
addition, due to geographical capacity con-
straints, ports are seeking innovative ways to 
stand out, including by implementing smart 
and sustainable infrastructure and systems. 
One such innovation, implemented more in 
Europe and Asia than in Latin America and 
the Caribbean until recently, is the port com-
munity system (PCS).

A PCS is an electronic platform that facil-
itates the exchange of information between 
various entities involved in port operations, 
including port authorities, terminal oper-
ators, shipping lines, customs, and other 
agencies involved in goods clearance. By 
centralizing data and streamlining workflows 
through a fair operation (neutral, indepen-
dent, or mixed), the PCS stimulates collab-
oration, improves logistics efficiencies, and 
helps reduce the time, cost and complexity 
of port operations.

One of the primary benefits of a PCS is 
improved visibility and transparency. By pro-
viding a single source for all relevant data, a 
PCS can help reduce the risk of errors, delays, 
and disputes. This can be especially valuable 

for stakeholders like shippers, who need to 
track the movement of their goods across 
multiple modes of transport and through 
various regulatory checkpoints. In addition 
to improving visibility, a PCS can also help 
ensure compliance with relevant regulations 
and standards. The automation of many 
routine tasks and processes reduces errors 
and improves quality of data for performing 
cargo risk analyses, as do business rule val-
idation checks. For example, a PCS can be 
used to generate and transmit bills of lad-
ing, customs declarations, and other docu-
ments automatically. Another key advantage 
of a PCS is improved efficiency and produc-
tivity. This can be especially valuable in busy 
ports, where congestion and delays can be a 
major challenge. Finally, a PCS can also help 
improve security and safety in port oper-
ations. By centralizing data and providing 
real-time visibility into port activity, a PCS 
can help identify potential risks and threats. 
This can be especially important as ports are 
high-risk environments where cargo theft 
and other security issues can pose a signif-
icant threat. However, successfully connect-
ing the different organizations and multiple 
systems that make up a port community is a 
complex process.

This publication contributes to the liter-
ature on PCS in two complementary ways: 
first, it contains an overview of the legisla-
tive, institutional, operational, and techno-
logical practices involved in implementing a 

Executive Summary
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PCS, including a detailed look at governance 
and business models; and second, it provides 
useful tools for government agencies and 
the private sector interested in implement-
ing a PCS. These include an Excel-based 
questionnaire that helps port communities 
gauge how ready they are to implement a 
PCS and identify any red flags and gaps they 
should address urgently; guidelines for cre-
ating an advocacy plan, critical for galva-
nizing and maintaining support of the port 
community through the creation of commit-
tees and the identification of champions; and 

a methodology for assessing the qualitative 
and quantitative benefits that a PCS would 
bring a given port.

The implementation of a PCS is a long 
process which requires commitment and 
constant engagement by both the pub-
lic and private sector. This publication aims 
to reduce the complexity of designing and 
implementing a PCS by providing useful 
tools to assess a port community’s readiness 
before initiating a PCS project and then sup-
port the successful execution and transition 
from project to operations.
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The need to improve port processes and 
increase efficiency has become paramount in 
the current economic climate. As ports have 
evolved, numerous solutions and systems have 
emerged to respond to new challenges within 
port ecosystems. One of the most significant 
of these is the port community system (PCS), 
an electronic platform that connects the dif-
ferent systems operated by stakeholders in a 
port, allowing information to be exchanged 
efficiently among them (figure 1). According 
to the International Port Community System 
Association (IPCSA), a PCS “optimizes, man-
ages and automates port and logistics pro-
cesses through a single submission of data and 
connecting transport and logistics chains.”1

Implementing a PCS can help ports 
and countries save time, money, and effort. 
A PCS also adds value by offering a portfo-
lio of services that streamline trade-related 
processes, transportation, and regulatory 
requirements. Some examples of the bene-
fits a PCS can bring include:

• Reduced paperwork, office work, administra-
tive tasks, and waiting times in the drafting, 
sending, or reception of documents or infor-
mation to public authorities or other parties;

• Less task duplication, as data does not need 
to be reentered into different systems;

• The automation of standard and ad-hoc 
reports, which reduces the time needed to 
gather, sort, and consolidate data manu-
ally and improves decision-making;

• Greater information transparency and 
advance information on the goods that 
arrive at the port;

• Better traceability for both the public and 
private sector thanks to real-time data and 
fast access to information; and

• More competitive ports due to more effi-
cient coordination of port services and 
cargo inspections and controls by differ-
ent public authorities.

However, successfully connecting the 
multiple systems operated by the different 
organizations that make up a port commu-
nity is a complex process.

Consistent with its mandate to support 
regional integration and increase productiv-
ity in Latin America and the Caribbean, the 
IDB approved a regional public good in 2020 
to develop and deliver tools to support the 
implementation of PCS and trade single win-
dows.2 In addition to providing some new data 
and relevant contextual information, this pub-
lication contributes three user-friendly tools:

• An Excel-based questionnaire that 
assesses a port community’s readiness to 
implement a PCS;

1 https:// ip c sa .in t e r n a t i o n al /pcs /pcs -ge n e ral/.
2 In addition to knowledge generation and transfer, the 
IDB, through its Trade and Investment Division, is sup-
porting the implementation of PCS platforms, both 
financially and through technical assistance, in over 
12 countries in Latin America and the Caribbean.

3
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• Guidelines for developing an advocacy 
plan, essential for creating, nurturing, and 
sustaining stakeholder engagement; and

• A methodology for assessing the qualita-
tive and quantitative benefits that a PCS 
would bring to a given port.

The rest of this document is organized as 
follows. Section 3 introduces key concepts 
and the typical stakeholders in a PCS before 
taking a detailed look at governance models, 
technological infrastructure, and operational 
and legal considerations. Section 4 focuses on 
the first practical tool for implementing a PCS, 
the PCS Readiness Assessment Questionnaire, 
and is intended to be read before complet-
ing the latter. Section 5 includes guidelines 

for creating an advocacy plan and outlines a 
methodology for estimating the qualitative 
and quantitative benefits a PCS will bring. 
Together, the three tools will help evaluators 
analyze shortfalls in their current systems, 
identify areas for improvement, and start 
planning a course of action to move forward.

Ultimately, the tools provided through this 
regional public good can ensure that a PCS 
project is initiated when the community is 
ready to do so, avoiding the risk of additional 
financial costs, delays, and possible noncom-
pliance or lack of use by stakeholders. Ade-
quate preparedness and a strong community, 
forged from consultations and through lead-
ership, will ensure a successful implemen-
tation of a PCS, benefiting all stakeholders.

Terminal operators

Freight forwarders

Empty depots

Customs

Road haulers

Importers

Inspection stations

Exporters
Health, phytosanitary
and quality/industrial

security authorities

Port authorities

Rail haulers
Railway terminals

Customs brokers

Shipping companies
Shipping agents

Barge operators

Port Community System

Source: IDOM.
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3 Additional background information on PCS is available 
in Mendes Constante, J. 2019. International Case Studies 
and Good Practices for Implementing Port Community 
Systems, IDB Technical Note no. IDB-TN-1641, Washing-
ton, DC: IDB; available at http://dx.doi.org/10.18235/00 
01665.
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Prior to initiating a PCS project, the value 
associated with its implementation must be 
evaluated for each stakeholder in the port 
community. These benefits can be analyzed 
both quantitatively and qualitatively—meth-
odologies for doing so are presented in sec-
tion 5.2. In terms of quantitative benefits, 
table 1 provides some examples of the cost 
savings from the implementation of a PCS, 
demonstrating a value-for-money proposi-
tion for all stakeholders.

Table 2 lists the main benefits that a PCS 
brings to each stakeholder.

The following section is intended to be 
read before completing the questionnaire 
as it provides helpful explanations and con-
text on four different aspects of port oper-
ations that are addressed in it, namely 
institutional, technological, legal, and oper-
ational issues.3

3.1. Institutional infrastructure

The institutional aspects of ports comprise 
the main stakeholders and institutional 
frameworks that are needed to establish 
a port community committee (PCC) and, 
eventually, a PCS.

3.1.1. Port communities

A port community is a group of public or 
private stakeholders operating in the port 
environment that intervene either directly 
or indirectly in port logistics processes. 

Context and Background 
Information

Table 1 Savings Brought by PCSs Worldwide

Country / Port PCS Savings

The Netherlands Portbase US$59 million per year

Jamaica Jamaica PCS US$13 million per year

Valencia ValenciaportPCS US$27 million per year

Singapore Portnet US$80 million over three years

Source: PCS websites and IDOM projects.

http://dx.doi.org/10.18235/0001665
http://dx.doi.org/10.18235/0001665
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Stakeholder Benefits

Port authorities • Ease of coordinating port activities and services.
• Better supervision of the activities of port operators.
• Time-dependent, accurate database for decision-making and developing 

strategic plans.
• Compliance with standards and regulations.

Maritime authorities • More efficient coordination of the vessel and cargo inspections.
• Automatic reception of port call documents and certificates once submitted 

by the shipping agent.
• Access to vessel and cargo traceability.

Customs authority • Better traceability and control of cargo thanks to real-time data and fast 
access to information.

• More efficient planning of inspections.
• Better quality of data for performing cargo risk analyses.
• Reduction in illegal transactions.
• Reception of vessel loading or unloading lists of cargo carried on board at 

the same time as terminal operators.

Terminal operators • Improved competitiveness thanks to increased operational efficiency.
• More precise estimation of required labor (stevedores) and handling 

equipment at the terminal.
• More accurate planning thanks to real-time data and information received in 

advance.

Shipping companies • Greater vessel traceability at the port area.
• Ensure quality of real-time data and information related to vessel services 

and events in the port area.
• Possibility of using integrated port logistics services instead of isolated services.

Shipping agents • Reduction of communication channels between shipping agents and public 
authorities as PCS is the unique point of entry.

• More efficient vessel operations thanks to data-sharing between shipping agents, 
terminal operators, service providers, port authority, the coast guard, etc.

• More efficient coordination of inspection on board vessels by different public 
authorities and of port services.

• Compliance with standards and regulations.

Freight forwarders • Use of a single platform to manage bookings with shipping companies.
• Reduction of transaction expenses and human errors when introducing data 

manually.

Customs brokers • Less time spent on introducing data manually, since most data will be 
available in the system.

• Simplification of customs processes without the use of paper-based documents.
• More efficient coordination of cargo inspections by customs and/or other 

public authorities.
• Real-time cargo traceability, enabling customs brokers to monitor its status.

Haulage coordinators • Faster and more efficient coordination of road haulage thanks to electronic 
transportation orders and vehicle booking systems.

• More efficient coordination with haulers and empty container depots to pick 
up or deliver empty containers.

Table 2 Main Benefits of a PCS, by Stakeholder

(continued on next page)
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Table 2 Main Benefits of a PCS, by Stakeholder

Stakeholder Benefits

Haulers • Optimization of work and shorter waiting times thanks to the use of vehicle 
booking systems.

• Increased transparency around the duration of cargo handling at port, 
allowing haulers and truckers to better plan their trips and improve overall 
turnaround times.

• Interoperability between all port supply chain systems and more efficient 
communication.

• Better traceability of truck operations.

Importers/exporters • Reduction of manual data entry and procedures.
• Reduced import/export cargo dwell time.
• Greater traceability of goods.
• Greater visibility and transparency around the status of goods, as all port 

logistics processes are in a single portal.

Source: Carlan, V., Sys, C., & Vanelslander, T. 2016. How Port Community Systems Can Contribute to Port Competitiveness: Developing a 
Cost–benefit Framework, Research in Transportation Business & Management 19: 51–64. Available at https://www.science direct.com/sci-
ence/article/abs/pii/S221053 9516300141.

(continued)

They include shipping companies, shipping 
agents, terminal operators, customs author-
ities, customs brokers, road haulers, etc. 
These subsections deal with institutional 
port communities with an established man-
agement model.

Port communities tend to develop over 
time, such that some countries or ports have 
already developed more advanced port 
communities, while others are still at the 
early stages. Identifying the level of maturity 
of the community will help ensure that advo-
cacy strategies and risk mitigation plans are 
put in place when the PCS is being devel-
oped. These levels of maturity can be cate-
gorized as follows:

• Low: relationships between stakeholders 
and the business processes are established 
but the criteria and the basis on which the 
port community will be built have yet to 
be agreed on by the stakeholders.

• Medium: the strategic objectives and road-
map of the port community have been 
defined and the stakeholders’ core pro-
cesses have been digitized.

• High: the port community is ready to 
launch key cooperative projects such as 
a PCS and/or other projects that involve 
various stakeholders.

3.1.1.1. Stakeholders in port  
    communities
The specific ministries and institutions 
involved in a port community, their func-
tions, and objectives will differ from country 
to country. They include public institutions, 
such as the ports and maritime authori-
ties and customs agencies, as well as pri-
vate stakeholders, such as transportation 
companies, shipping agents and customs 
brokers. For a list of potential stakeholders 
in a PCS, see appendix 1.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S2210539516300141
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S2210539516300141
https://publications.iadb.org/en/smart-and-sustainable-ports-tools-implementing-port-community-systems-appendices


The public institutions involved in port 
communities need to have a mandate to 
carry out certain functions that are relevant 
to their remits (see appendix 2 for a com-
plete list of these functions).

3.1.1.2. The port community committee
PCCs are steering committees that gener-
ate consensus among stakeholders, improve 
communication and coordination, and 
address the issues of a demanding indus-
try. The PCC needs to be recognized and 
validated by the other members of the port 
community, have sufficient resources, be 
available to spearhead initiatives, and have 
the executive powers necessary to carry out 
its functions.

3.1.2. Implementing a PCS

Once the PCC has been established and has 
been widely accepted by the stakehold-
ers, work can begin on implementing a PCS. 
Before launching this, certain steps should 
be taken to avoid risks such as a low rate of 
buy-in from the port community or a lack of 
resources to change the management sys-
tem. These essential steps are explained in 
the following subsections.

3.1.2.1.  Step 1: Create PCS committees
To successfully implement a PCS and ensure 
that its members are willing to adopt new 
processes and a PCS culture, certain com-
mittees need to be established that include 
representatives of these same agencies/
organizations. The port community must 
understand that implementing a PCS and re-
engineering processes will benefit all stake-
holders, not just a specific member or sector, 
as it will streamline work within port logis-

tics chains. Doing so makes sense because in 
a globalized world, competition takes place 
between logistics chains in different geo-
graphical areas rather than between compa-
nies within the same logistics chain or port.

The first step toward increasing the port 
community’s acceptance of a PCS project is 
to create a three-tier institutional framework 
to promote a holistic approach to develop-
ing efficiency and resilience in the commu-
nity.4 These committees are each chaired by a 
president and should meet regularly to keep 
up the momentum of the process of estab-
lishing a PCS. A committee is required for 
each of the tiers, which are described briefly 
below (see appendix 4 for more details):

• Level 1: Interministerial committee
This committee will focus on strategic 
coordination, driving innovation and pol-
icy reform and legal/regulatory review. It 
usually comprises high-ranking decision-
makers such as ministers or vice-ministers/
permanent secretaries. Ideally, the inter-
ministerial committee should meet quar-
terly, and a representative from the office 
of the prime minister or president could 
act as its president, given the “all of gov-
ernment” approach that PCS implemen-
tation requires. Efforts should be made 
to include PCS as a critical agenda item 
in countries where existing interministe-
rial committees are operational, rather 
than attempt to create a new committee.

4 This a good practice that is recognized by the Inter-
national Association of Ports and Harbors (IAPH). 
World Bank. 2020. “Accelerating Digitization: Critical 
Actions to Strengthen the Resilience of the Maritime 
Supply Chain.” Washington, DC: World Bank. https://
thedocs.worldbank.org/en/doc/773741610730436879-
0190022021/original/AcceleratingDigitalizationAcrossth
eMaritimeSupplyChain.pdf.
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• Level 2: Steering committee
The steering committee should be made 
up of the directors general of public agen-
cies and members of the upper manage-
ment of private bodies. The main function 
of this committee is to spearhead the dig-
ital maritime trade and logistics roadmap 
while also seeking to guarantee the sus-
tainability of digital platforms and sys-
tems. The steering committee could meet 
monthly and the port authority, maritime 
affairs, customs, and/or foreign trade 
representatives would all be appropriate 
choices for presiding over it.

• Business process committee
The business process committee should 
include representatives of both the public 
and private stakeholders involved in the proj-
ect. Each entity should nominate two indi-
viduals who are preferably business process 
experts in their respective organizations.

The committee will participate in analyzing, 
optimizing, automating, re-engineering, and 
rethinking the business process roadmap. This 
committee is expected to play a key role in the 
long-term evolution and sustainability of dig-
ital business processes. The business process 
committee could meet quarterly, and a repre-
sentative from the leading agency/champion 
would be the best person to preside over it.

3.1.2.2.  Step 2: Set up technical working 
groups

Once the committees described in section 
3.1.2.1 have been defined, working groups 
involving different stakeholders in the port 
logistics chain should be created. Their tasks 
are to resolve existing challenges, work toward 
improving specific processes, and re-engineer 
specific procedures in the port logistics chain. 

When necessary, the business process com-
mittee can designate these working groups 
and identify the port community stakehold-
ers that should take part in them.

The working groups and the PCS com-
mittees need to be aligned and aware of 
each other’s work. In the early stages, it 
is recommended that no more than 2 or 3 
working groups be created to ensure that 
they operate well. A port community repre-
sentative should be assigned to coordinate 
these working groups full-time.

3.1.2.3.  Step 3: Designate the PCS 
ambassador

Ambassadors will be responsible for promot-
ing the PCS both within the port environment 
and outside it, making sure that all the stake-
holders in the port community understand 
the concept of the PCS, the changes that will 
come with implementing it, and the benefits 
that the PCS will bring to the entire commu-
nity as well as to the general population by 
reducing the times and costs of international 
trade.5 Ambassadors do not need to be 
selected from a specific entity or authority—
this decision will vary depending on the spe-
cific circumstances of the port community.6  

5 Identifying ambassadors to promote the PCS concept 
and develop this is one of the actions recognized as a good 
practice by the International Port Community System 
Association (IPCSA). IPSCA. “How to Develop a Port Com-
munity System. Simple, Efficient Solutions for Swift and 
Smooth Supply Chains.” https://ipcsa.international/wp 
-content/uploads/2020/07/ipcsa-guide-english-2015.pdf.
6 In the PCS of Barcelona, the ambassador was the Port 
Authority of Barcelona; in Callao, it was the Ministry of 
Foreign Trade and Tourism and the National Port Author-
ity; in San Antonio (Chile), it was the Ministry of Trans-
portation and Telecommunications and the Port Authority 
of San Antonio; in Jamaica, it was the Port Authority of 
Jamaica and the Shipping Association of Jamaica; in Rot-
terdam, it was the Port Authority of Rotterdam and the 
Port Authority of Amsterdam; and in Abu Dhabi, it was the 
Abu Dhabi Ports Company (similar to a port authority).
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Selecting an influential ambassador can serve 
to increase the involvement of major stake-
holders in the project, ensuring buy-in at the 
highest political levels and from powerful 
terminal operators and carriers.

3.2. PCS governance

The successful implementation and opera-
tion of the PCS will largely depend on the 
design of the governance model. After care-
ful consideration of the financial resources 
needed to implement the PCS, the ques-
tion of who will operate the PCS once it is up 
and running will need to be answered. This 
should be done early on in the project, and 
the human and financial resources required 
for operation should be considered. When 
analyzing the economic-financial viability 
of a PCS project, a time horizon of about 10 
years is usually used.

Governance models and revenue streams 
must be defined based on the stakeholders 
involved. The following sections will examine 
the governance and business model of the 
PCS and explain the key issues that deter-
mine the economic sustainability of a PCS 
and the most common revenue models used 
in international PCSs. A brief benchmarking 
exercise of some PCSs around the world is 
also included.

The section also looks at the willing-
ness of users to pay for PCS services, since 
delivering value will be critical to ensuring 
the economic sustainability of the platform 
through a pay-to-use model.

3.2.1. PCS governance models

In terms of the ownership and business 
model, it is crucial to distinguish between the 

PCS platform owner and the organization or 
authority that runs the PCS (the PCS opera-
tor). There are two main governance mod-
els for a PCS: the ownership model and the 
operation model.

The ownership model relates to own-
ership of the PCS platform, software, and 
hardware. Depending on what type of entity 
owns the platform, this model can be pub-
lic (the PCS is owned and controlled by a 
public body), private (the PCS is owned and 
controlled by a private organization), or a 
public–private partnership (PPP—the con-
trol and ownership of the PCS platform are 
shared between one or more public and pri-
vate parties, who share the financial and 
technical risks).

The operation model concerns the orga-
nizational unit that manages and operates 
the PCS once it has been implemented and 
its different modules have been developed. 
The PCS operator is responsible for customer 
support, corrective and adaptive mainte-
nance, the commercialization of services, 
and so on. Like ownership models, operation 
models can be public, private, or a PPP.

Figure 2 shows three basic types of PCS 
governance models that are used interna-
tionally. The differences between these mod-
els depend on the ownership and operation 
models and the relationship between these. 
The models are discussed in the following 
subsections.

3.2.1.1. Model 1: public
In this model, a public entity owns, controls 
and also operates the PCS platform. This 
is a simple solution: the public entity oper-
ates the PCS through an operating entity 
that remains within its organization. Within 
this entirely public governance and oper-
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ation model, the public entity can partially 
or totally outsource operation and mainte-
nance activities.

In this sense, the PCS is offered as a pub-
lic service. However, despite the simplicity of 
the model, a PCS operated in this way may be 
less dynamic, as decision-making processes 
tend to be slower in public entities. Further-
more, it does not allow other stakeholders to 
take part in strategic decisions around plat-
form investments. There might be an exter-

nal advisory board in place made up of other 
parties, but the public entity is ultimately 
responsible for all decisions. Even though the 
PCS is a public service, the public entity may 
opt to charge PCS users fees to cover operat-
ing expenses and capital expenditure.

International examples of model 1 include 
Ports of Jamaica, Port of Bilbao (Spain), Port 
of Algeciras (Spain), Port of Los Angeles 
(USA), and Ports of Israel, all of which are 
owned and run by public authorities.

MODEL

1
Public Entity

Users

Platform is
owned by the
public entity

Maintains and updates
the platform Provides services

Optional feesMakes platform
available for

the PCS

PCS
Platform

PCS
Entity

Users

Provides services

Optional fees

MODEL

2
Public Entity External

Company

Platform is
owned by the
public entity

Grants the right to
operate the platform

Pays a fee for the
concession of 
the platform

Optional fee for
service provision

PCS
Platform

MODEL

3

PCS
Entity

Users

Provides
services

Optional
fees

Public
Entity

External Company
Grants the right
to develop and

operate the
platform

Pays a fee for
the services

provided to the
port community

PCS
Entity

PCS
Platform

The platform is owned
by the operating company
during the concession period

Builds and
maintains the

platform

Source: IDOM.

Figure 2 PCS governance models
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Table 3 presents a SWOT analysis for 
this model from the perspective of the port 
authority or any other public entity that pro-
motes the PCS.

3.2.1.3. Model 2: public–private
Within model 2, a public entity still owns the 
PCS platform, but it is managed and oper-
ated by an outside company, which can be 
private or a PPP created as a special-pur-
pose vehicle to develop, maintain, and oper-
ate the PCS for the contracted period. In this 
governance and operation model, the public 
entity provides the infrastructure but grants 
a concession to the outside company that 
will operate it. Examples of this governance 
model include PORTIC (Port of Barcelona) 
and PORTBASE (Port of Rotterdam and Port 
of Amsterdam).

In this scenario, public bodies play an 
active role in the PCS to ensure its services 
are provided fairly and neutrally to all stake-
holders, while a private company operates 
the PCS on a commercial basis. The chal-
lenge here is justifying that the services are 
of a public nature and thus that the PCS 
should be regulated to protect port users 
from potential monopolistic practices around 
pricing schemes, information accessibility, 
neutrality, improper use of data, and equity.

Table 4 contains a SWOT analysis for 
this model from the perspective of the port 
authority or any other public entity that pro-
motes the PCS.

3.2.1.13 Model 3: private
In the final model, the PCS platform is owned 
and operated by a private entity. An outside 

Strengths Weaknesses

• Greater control over the platform
• Service operated by the state, which implies 

more long-term stability
• Potential synergies with other ICT government 

resources
• Basic investments are guaranteed
• Legal simplicity and fast adoption of the model
• Full control of the implementation, 

development, and operation costs

• Bureaucratic limitations of public administration 
procedures (e.g., in hiring personnel, financing, 
subcontracting, etc.)

• The lifecycle of an ICT product is much shorter 
than a port infrastructure project, so there 
is less justification for a PCS project to be 
managed by a public entity, as usually happens 
in physical infrastructure projects

Opportunities Threats

• Develop internal know-how
• More ability to support national plans and 

strategies
• Services for port community competitivity are 

prioritized over business criteria

• Risk of lack of dynamism due to a slow 
response to port community needs beyond 
basic services

• Execution risk due to the lack of expert 
knowledge

• Model is not financially self-sustaining unless 
fees are introduced

• Legal threats due to the imposition of a 
monopoly

Source: IDOM.
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company is thus in charge of the design, 
development, operation, and maintenance 
of the PCS. Examples of a completely pri-
vate model include the Port of Hamburg 
(DAKOSY), the Port of Felixstowe (Destin8), 
and the Port of Dubai (Dubai Trade).

Table 5 presents a SWOT analysis for 
this model from the point of view of the port 
authority or any other public entity that pro-
motes the PCS.

3.2.2. Economic sustainability

Ensuring long-term economic sustainabil-
ity is important when planning PCS projects. 
There are various funding schemes for financ-
ing PCSs, which must be provided for in the 
legislation and regulations of the country or 
location where the project is implemented.

Ideally, revenues should be sufficient to 
cover both the platform operating costs and 
the hardware and software investments made 

when it is implemented. However, this may be 
difficult to achieve, so a financing model in 
which the medium- or long-term operation 
costs are partially or totally covered by the 
revenues is widespread in many ports.

In the long-term, the recommendation is 
for the PCS to be self-sustainable: in other 
words, it should not incur expenses that are 
greater than the revenue obtained from user 
fees. Any profits should be reinvested in main-
tenance, improvement, and developing the 
system to incorporate new services and/or 
improve existing services, while also covering 
ICT maintenance. In terms of financing, the 
PCS can be managed in the following ways:

• Cost center: certain resources are allo-
cated to the PCS as part of the annual 
public budget for platform maintenance.

• Benefit center: the PCS operator charges 
fees for its use to cover operational and 
maintenance costs, partially or totally, 

Strengths Weaknesses

• Control over the platform, while keeping the 
advantages of a separate entity operating it

• Potential synergies with other government ICT 
resources

• Control over implementation, development, and 
operation costs

• Platform investments and adaptive 
maintenance are guaranteed

• Complexity in the regulation and enforcement 
of the relationship between the platform owner 
and the PCS operator

• Complexity in the governance of the PCS 
operator if it has private shareholders

Opportunities Threats

• Benefits of separating the owner and operator 
of the infrastructure

• Open up the PCS operation management to 
the port community to attract new ideas and 
insights

• Ability to implement logistics strategy and 
focus on value

• Difficulties in aligning objectives between the 
platform owner and the PCS operator

• Failure in achieving the minimum economic 
sustainability objectives established for the 
external company

Source: IDOM.
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through the services provided to private 
entities of the port community.
Figure 3 shows a decision path scheme 

for a financing model. This should be con-
sidered at the beginning of a PCS implemen-
tation project to decide how far PCS clients 
will contribute to its sustainability.

3.2.3. Revenue models

There are various PCS fee systems, such as 
subscription fees with an annual, monthly, 
or weekly payment or payments for each 
transaction. Two or more systems can coex-
ist within a PCS, with fixed monthly fees and 
transaction fees being charged at the same 
time. This may be useful, for example, for 
those companies that use the PCS sporad-
ically. There may also be fees for additional 
services, such as notification fees, integra-

tions, and so on. Table 6 summarizes differ-
ent fee schemes.

The commercialization of the services 
offered by a PCS within the port community 
is very important for the revenue stream, and 
users must be willing to pay the fees defined 
by the PCS operator.

3.2.4.  Willingness to pay for PCS 
services

Initially, no port community in the world is 
willing to pay for PCS services. The process 
of getting port communities to accept that 
fees must be paid is often a long one. This 
process starts with getting buy-in for the 
qualitative and quantitative benefits men-
tioned in section 5.2.2. But it would be naïve 
to think that all stakeholders would agree 
to pay fees after merely having the the-

Strengths Weaknesses

• Greater agility and flexibility
• Rapid incorporation of experience and know-

how
• Risks associated with development and 

execution are reduced by being carried out by 
entities with experience

• The business should be completely self-
sustained based on the income contributed by 
the port community

• More flexible model for commercializing 
services

• Less control from the government
• Difficulty (impossibility) for the public entity to 

implement national plans and strategies
• No regulation of the PCS fees
• Public entity does not develop in-house know-

how

Opportunities Threats

• Transfer of all the operator’s know-how to the 
public entity at the end of the concession

• Simple implementation for public administration
• Commercial freedom of the operator, which 

motivates the search for new services to satisfy 
the needs of the port community

• Long-term investment constraints due to 
limited ability to obtain returns on investments

• Possibility of discriminatory treatment among 
private companies, which runs counter to the 
ideal of a PCS as an open, neutral platform

Source: IDOM.

Table 5 SWOT Analysis of PCS Governance Model 3
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oretical qualitative and quantitative ben-
efits of a PCS explained to them, despite 
the reduction in operating costs a PCS may 
bring them.

Members of a port community often 
invest time and resources in maintaining 
their own systems and the processes they 
use to control and optimize their daily oper-
ations. As a consequence, they can be slow 
to trust outside systems. With this in mind, 
when defining the fee structure of the PCS, 

the value-added services to be offered to the 
port community must be considered, along 
with the characteristics of each user. Users 
will be more willing to pay for services if their 
operations improve and efficiency increases. 
The effort involved in adopting a new sys-
tem must be minimal and benefits must be 
direct, clearly recognizable, and happen 
quickly. Early adoption of new value-added 
services will be quicker if the user’s system 
can be easily integrated with the PCS and 

The PCS will be treated
as a cost center. It will
be allocated an annual

budget and shared
resources by the

public entity.

Payments from users are
not intended to cover

the costs. Instead, they
aim to create a stronger
link with them or to pay
for new PCS services.

Revenue may cover the
PCS’s operating costs

(OPEX), without taking
the amortization of the

investment in the platform
(CAPEX) into account.

The PCS is a
self-sustained project,

as both the initial
investment (CAPEX)
and operating costs
(OPEX) are covered.

Will the PCS
 operator charge

for the use of
the PCS?

Will revenue
cover the cost

of the PCS?

Will revenue
cover the total

cost of the
PCS?

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Source: IPCSA.a
a https://unctad.org/system/files/non-official-document/MyEM6th_day03ppt_Morton_en.pdf.

Figure 3 Decision Path Scheme for PCS Financing Models
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few changes in working practices and pro-
cesses are needed.

Another factor to consider is whether or 
not there is an alternative to the PCS in the 
port community. If there is no other system 
available within the community offering com-
parable services, it may be easier to convince 
stakeholders of the benefits of paying for the 
services offered by the PCS. The following 
are some actions that could be considered to 
increase port community member’s willing-
ness to pay fees to use the PCS:

• Compare the costs of each process/ser-
vice and the savings generated by the 
PCS, quantifying the added value of each 
service that would be provided by the 
PCS (see sections 5.2.2.1 and 5.2.2.2). This 
would help to set an acceptable price for 
each service, perhaps initially covering 
only operating expenses.

• Services could be classified as either man-
datory or optional, to establish a fair fee 
structure:
• The fee for mandatory services could 

be set to cover the operational costs of 
these services. These mandatory ser-
vices could be linked to B2G processes 
and are services for which there is no 
other alternative for port users to com-
plete the required transactions or pro-
cedures for the shipping of goods.

• For optional services, the PCS opera-
tor must convince the stakeholders by 
clearly demonstrating the benefits of 
using the services offered. These could 
be B2B services, where other alterna-
tives or systems exist for processing 
and the user will have the option to 
choose. The added value of the PCS 
per se is that it can take advantage 
of information from other services to 
facilitate the data entry work for mes-

Fee Description

Registration fee Paid once when signing up with the PCS.

Subscription fee Can be paid yearly, monthly, or weekly, and varies according to the kind of 
stakeholder. Terminal operators usually pay higher fees than logistics companies like 
shipping agents, freight forwarders, and so on. It is also common to differentiate 
among companies in the same company type depending on their size, number of 
users, and/or the volume of cargo they move.

Transaction fee Different for each user, depending on the number of electronic messages (EDI, XML, 
etc.) they send through the PCS platform (vessel loading lists, container release 
orders, etc.).

Unit fee Applied based on the number of movements, twenty-foot equivalent units (TEUs), 
tons, barrels, vessels, customs declarations, hours, etc. carried out by the company 
that uses the PCS over a year.

Source: IADB,a IAPH.b
a https://publications.iadb.org/publications/english/document/International_Case_Studies_and_Good_Practices_for_Implementing_Po 
rt_Community_Systems.pdf.
b https://www.iaphworldports.org/n-iaph/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/ReportOnPCSBenchmarkSurvey_TFPCS_Jun2011.pdf.

Table 6 Common PCS Fees
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sages/transactions. In addition to oper-
ating expenses, optional services fees 
may also cover the capital expendi-
ture incurred during the design of the 
value-added PCS services, be it par-
tially or fully.

• A fair revenue model that takes into 
account the different characteristics of 
port community stakeholders. Those 
who move large amounts of cargo will 
pay different rates than operators mov-
ing less cargo. The revenue models 
presented in section 5.3.3 could be a 
starting point for designing this model.

A classic cost/benefit approach to PCSs, 
where potential users accept to pay a fee in 
return for the benefits provided by the plat-
form, is not always the best option. At the 
beginning of a PCS project, it is recom-
mended that the focus be placed on achiev-
ing a high level of uptake of PCS services, 
instead of looking for a quick return on the 
initial investment. Once PCS use becomes 
widespread among major stakeholders and 
the port community starts to see the real 
benefits of the platform, it is easier to intro-
duce a fee structure. This period could be 
long- or short-term, depending on the needs 
of each port. It might last until all initial PCS 
services have been implemented and plat-
form operations have been established.

There are many PCSs around the world 
that are fully financed by public resources 
and thus do not charge fees. Some examples 
of non-fee-paying PCSs include Los Angeles 
(Port Optimizer), Israel (MAINSYS), or Bilbao 
(ePuertoBilbao).

By using the correct timeframe and good 
management, a PCS can be economically 
sustainable while satisfying the needs of the 

private port community stakeholders. This 
is the case for PORTIC (Port of Barcelona) 
and PORTBASE (Port of Rotterdam and Port 
of Amsterdam), whose port communities 
report a high level of satisfaction while the 
PCS generates sufficient revenue to cover its 
operating expenses.

3.2.5.  Benchmarking

The following is a brief benchmarking exer-
cise of four PCSs from around the world: 

• ePuertoBilbao—Port of Bilbao, Spain
• PORTIC—Port of Barcelona, Spain
• PORTBASE—Port of Rotterdam, Nether-

lands
• Dubai Trade—Port of Dubai, United Arab 

Emirates

Though every port community has its 
own unique context and circumstances which 
will define its governance model, review-
ing other good practices and undertaking 
a benchmarking exercise can help to better 
define the model in respective countries.

This benchmarking exercise identifies 
the governance model (described in sec-
tion 3.2.1) for these PCSs and examines their 
fee structures. Table 7 summarizes the gov-
ernance model and fees charged at each of 
these ports.

While these four PCSs are considered 
mature, it should be noted that most PCSs 
began as government-financed entities but 
then came to be seen as value for money as 
interest in them grew. In fact, the PCSs of 
Barcelona, Rotterdam, and Dubai began as 
public initiatives with public financing. This 
benchmarking process is explained in detail 
in appendix 12.
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3.3.  Technological 
infrastructure

This section covers best practices in the 
ICT sector that apply to ports and identifies 
global trends that have an impact on port 
community systems and platforms around 
the world.

3.3.1. ICT services used in ports

Port leaders entering the smart port age 
face increasingly complex decisions regard-
ing investments in new technologies, such as 
big data, the Internet of Things (IoT), artifi-
cial intelligence (AI), and digital currency 
exchanges to improve operational perfor-
mance, enhance automated processes, and 
increase competitiveness. Subsections 3.3.1.1 
through 3.3.1.5 cover trending technologies 
that are becoming key building blocks for 
smart port environments.

3.3.1.1. Cloud computing services
• While most of the shipping industry still 

operates on-site software solutions, cloud-
based solutions are gaining momentum in 

the port sector. The benefits of cloud com-
puting services include greater flexibility, 
security, scalability, increased availability, 
and cost savings. Depending on the data-
base engine used, data can be backed up 
continually in two or even three different 
geographic zones. As a result, data will 
remain fully available to users in the event 
of a local shutdown or crash, without the 
need to implement additional devices, and 
at no time will the service be interrupted, 
or information lost.

• Another advantage of cloud services 
is that systems can be scaled only as 
needed, which implies the optimization of 
resources as users only pay for what they 
use, without the need to provide more 
infrastructure. Furthermore, the security 
measures that are implemented by cloud 
services tend to be superior to those that 
can be implemented in-house.

• Today’s cloud computing providers en-
able organizations to access a range of 
resources “as a service,” from infrastruc-
ture to software, as shown in figure 4. Le-
veraging a software as a service (SaaS) 
delivery model allows ports to eliminate 

PCS Governance Model Fees

ePuertoBilbao Model 1 No fees are charged

PORTIC Model 2 Registration fee
Subscription fee

PORTBASE Model 2 Subscription fee
Transaction/unit fee

Dubai Trade Model 3 Subscription fee
Transaction/unit fee

Source: IDOM.

Table 7 Governance Model and Fee Structure of Selected 
International PCSs
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hidden costs and unscheduled downtime 
at terminals.7

3.3.1.2. Open-source technologies
“Open-source” is a term used for software 
that is distributed under a license that allows 
the end user to see, modify, and improve the 
program’s source code and redistribute it. 
This enables programmers to add options, 
correct potential problems, and do so much 
faster than would be the case with closed 
code programming.

Like many other sectors, the port indus-
try is developing tools on application servers 
that are supported by open-source tech-
nologies, allowing for greater flexibility and 
lower costs on software licenses.

7 Recent reports note that port industry adoption of 
SaaS is expected to increase to 67% within the next 
five years and these findings are echoed by a Navis sur-
vey, “Understanding Your Terminal Strategy with Cloud-
based Technologies.” This survey is based on responses 
from 79 Navis customers and provides insight into the 
current level of interest and projected timelines for mov-
ing their TOS and other terminal applications to the 
cloud. It found that market interest in cloud solutions has 
increased nearly 40 percentage points (54% in 2019 vs. 
93% in 2020) and that 79% of respondents had a time-
line in place for moving to the cloud or were consider-
ing doing so.
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Source: Thomas M. Siebel. 2019. Digital Transformation: Survive and Thrive in an Era of Mass Extinction.

Figure 4 Cloud Service Models

3.3.1.3. Communications protocols
Given how many stakeholders interact in port 
communities, interoperability mechanisms 
and standards need to be put in place for both 
B2G and B2B communications. These mech-
anisms are based on international standards 
recommended by international organizations 
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such as UN/CEFACT, the International Mari-
time Operation (IMO), or the WCO. Appendix 5 
contains a detailed description of three such 
protocols: the Simple Object Access Protocol 
(SOAP), the Representational State Transfer 
(REST) protocol, and the United Nations’ Elec-
tronic Data Interchange for Administration, 
Commerce and Transport (UN/EDIFACT).

3.3.1.4. Cybersecurity
As ports become more digitalized, the secu-
rity of the ICT systems and processes that 
they use is increasingly vital. However, many 
of the digital developments in the port sec-
tor were designed and deployed without 
considering cybersecurity.8 One factor driv-
ing the evolution and complexity of cyber-
physical threats in ports is the convergence 
and interconnectedness of ICT-based sys-
tems, domain awareness systems, opera-
tional technology systems. The many distinct 
yet interdependent members that make up 
the port community ecosystem could work 
together to reduce these risks—appendix 6 
describes vulnerabilities and good practices 
for addressing them in greater detail.

3.3.1.5. Industry 4.0
Since 2010, ports have entered the digital 
transformation stage and begun to align with 
the practices associated with Industry 4.0: 
Internet of Things (IoT) and sensing solutions, 
blockchain, cybersecurity, horizontal and ver-
tical system integration, cloud computing, 3D 
printing and additive manufacturing, big data 
and business analytics, augmented reality, 
and simulation and modeling. As a result, the 
term “Port 4.0” is also spreading rapidly. Fig-
ure 5 illustrates this transformation.

These factors can be grouped into three 
main categories: advanced methods and 

tools, horizontally and vertically integrated 
solutions and systems, and new challenges. 
Table 8 presents examples of how they are 
being applied in the port sector.

IoT and sensing solutions, as well as hor-
izontally and vertically integrated solutions, 
have taken the lead among emerging tech-
nologies, particularly within terminal operat-
ing systems. In contrast, other technologies 
such as blockchain, 3D printing, augmented 
reality, big data, or AI have not evolved 
sufficiently.9 Implementing cybersecurity 
measures and building trust for information-
sharing in a hypercompetitive cyber world 
may be the main barrier preventing these 
new technologies from truly taking off.

3.3.2. Port ICT ecosystem

The world’s main port ICT ecosystems draw 
on multiple internal and external data sources 
that allow all events linked to the port oper-
ations and its hinterland to be described in 
detail. Most of the port information and data 
resources that can be used in PCSs are pre-
sented in figure 6.

Port ecosystem platforms are important 
for ensuring that stakeholders can communi-
cate with a PCS. Table 9 summarizes some of 
the main data exchange platforms that exist 
in ports with high levels of digitization.

8 World Bank. 2020. “Accelerating Digitization: Critical 
Actions to Strengthen the Resilience of the Maritime 
Supply Chain.” Washington, DC: World Bank.https://
thedocs.worldbank.org/en/doc/773741610730436879-
0190022021/original/AcceleratingDigitalizationAcrosst-
heMaritimeSupplyChain.pdf.
9 The Inter-American Development Bank, through the 
Trade and Investment Division, has published a Smart 
Ports Manual to help port authorities and terminal oper-
ators monitor and evaluate the process of transform-
ing ports into smart ports. It is available at https://
publ ications.iadb.org/en/smart-ports-manual-strat-
egy-and-roadmap.
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Figure 5 Impact of Industry 4.0 on the Port Sector

Source: de la Peña Zarzuelo, I., Seoane, M.J.F., and Bermúdez, B.L. 2020. “Industry 4.0 in the Port and Maritime Industry: A Literature Review.” 
Journal of Industrial Information Integration, 20: 100–173.

To gauge the technological maturity of a 
port community, one recognized good prac-
tice involves building an inventory of the sys-
tem and/or platforms existing inside it. This 
makes it easier to identify gaps in processes 
such as becoming a paperless port. Table 10 
lists the different areas that should be ana-
lyzed as part of this assessment.

3.3.3.  Technological standards of 
the port industry

Several international organizations have made 
advances in recent years on creating tech-
nological standards for the communications 
and documentary processes used by port 
community stakeholders. This standardiza-

tion is crucial to guaranteeing interoperabil-
ity or interconnectivity between the different 
platforms that exist in the port ecosystem, or 
between national systems in partner coun-
tries. PCSs need to meet the standards set 
by international bodies so that they can 
exchange data securely between countries 
using these standardized formats. Relevant 
standards’ establishing bodies include: the 
United Nations Centre for Trade Facilitation 
and Electronic Commerce (UN/CEFACT), 
the Digital Container Shipping Association 
(DCSA), the World Customs Organization 
(WCO), the International Maritime Organi-
zation (IMO), and the Port Call Optimization 
working group. For a detailed list of these 
standards, see appendix 7.
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Group Industry 4.0 Trends Application in ports

Advanced 
methods and 
tools

IoT, sensing solutions, big data, and cloud 
computing

Predictive maintenance in terminal cranes

Blockchain TradeLens

Drones, robotics, and automation Automated guided vehicles

3D printing and additive manufacturing Printing of spare parts for vessels and/or cranes

Augmented and virtual reality Gate entrance control

AI and machine learning Estimated time of arrival predictor

Horizontally 
and vertically 
integrated 
solutions and 
systems

Horizontal and vertical system integration 
and applications through new standards

Advanced terminal operating systems

Simulation and modeling New infrastructure projects

Energy solutions On-shore power supply

Smart asset management Digital twin and building information 
modeling for port infrastructures

New 
challenges

Cybersecurity ICT port ecosystem breaches

Connectivity, standards, and federated 
database systems of multiple 
stakeholders

5G networks

Source: de la Peña Zarzuelo, I., Seoane, M.J.F., and Bermúdez, B.L. 2020. “Industry 4.0 in the Port and Maritime Industry: A Literature 
Review.” Journal of Industrial Information Integration, 20: 100–173.

Table 8

Table 9

Application of Industry 4.0 Trends in Ports

Main Data Exchange Platforms by Stakeholder

Stakeholder System or plattform

National government National single window, cross-border regulations single window, maritime 
single window, trade single window

Customs Customs management system

Port authority Port management system, vessel traffic management system, automatic 
identification system

Terminal operators Terminal operation systems, gate operation systems

Freight forwarders Booking platforms (INTTRA, GT Nexus, etc.)

Shipping companies Carrier operation systems

Shipping agents Global platforms linked to shipping companies

Road haulers Transport management systems

Source: IDOM.
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Figure 6 PCSs and other Systems Used in Ports

Source: IDOM.

Focal point Core questions Comments

Stakeholder type Who are the public and private 
stakeholders in the port community?

Describe the most common uses of 
different ICT systems by freight forwarders, 
customs brokers, road and rail haulers, and 
logistics companies in general.

System type What types of system do agents use? 
i.e., customs management system, 
terminal operating systems, customs 
clearance applications, etc.

Exclude systems that are beyond the scope 
of logistics processes (i.e., company ERP 
systems).

Table 10 Guidelines for Analyzing the Technological Maturity 
of a Port Community
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3.3.1.1.  PCS integration with other 
digital platforms

A PCS is an integration tool/entity or an 
interorganizational middleware system 
(IOMS).10 A PCS facilitates data interchange, 
transforming and adapting communication 
protocols and securely sharing information 
between companies.

The following section looks at how a PCS 
could function as an IOMS, the most com-
mon alternatives to building an IOMS, and 
the main integration services that need to be 
analyzed when implementing a PCS.

3.3.1.2.  Interorganizational middleware 
models

Different models can be used to connect 
organizations to a PCS and unify data. Per-
haps the most commonly used technology 
for integration is point-to-point or hub-and-
spoke. Point-to-point integration uses mid-
dleware or software that provides services to 
software applications to enable data-sharing 

Focal point Core questions Comments

Software type Is the software in-house, commercial-
off-the-shelf, etc.?

Identify the vendor.

Functionality What are the system’s main functions? Include any unique functionalities of the 
system.

Technological 
infrastructure 
type

Is the system hybrid/cloud-based/
physical (on-site)?

Provide a general scheme of the 
technological architecture, if relevant.

Adoption How far has the system been adopted 
by users?

As far as possible, specify this by module or 
functionality.

Management of 
the system

Who manages the system? (i.e., ICT 
department, team within another 
department, etc.)

Note when management is internal or 
outsourced.

Security 
protocols

What security mechanisms 
are in place as regards access, 
communications, certifications, 
physical devices, etc.?

Report if any security standards like ISO 
27001 or NIST are followed.

Integrations What system-to-system integrations 
with other platforms are in place?

Identify the type of interface (SFTP, FTP, 
webservice, email, APIs, others).

Technologies 4.0 Are technologies like blockchain, IoT, 
AI, etc. in use?

Identify any new functionalities or results 
from the adoption of new technologies.

Future plans Do stakeholders plan to renew or 
improve information systems in the 
future?

Distinguish between the short, medium, and 
long term (less than one year, 1–3 years, and 
>3–4 years).

Source: IDOM.

Table 10 Guidelines for Analyzing the Technological Maturity 
of a Port Community

10 https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/85e0/d8bf3fccccaf-
7c5c9ad2a9a93472f9ccdaef.pdf”Inter-Organizational 
Information and Middleware System Projects: Success, 
Failure, Complexity, and Challenges
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between two systems. Middleware facilitates 
both data transformation and the mechanics 
of transporting data.

Hub-and-spoke integration, on the other 
hand, does not require a direct connection 
between each sharing system and any other 
sharing system. Instead, each system that 
wants to share data across the enterprise has 
one connection point with a single, central hub 
that mediates requests, thereby decoupling 
senders and receivers of data. Each organiza-
tion’s system has one connection to the hub.

Figure 7 presents simple diagrams of the 
architecture of hub-and-spoke and point-to-
point communication. While hub-and-spoke 
models may seem much simpler, if the hub 
fails then the entire system can be compro-
mised. In terms of resilience, duplicating PCS 
infrastructure and designing a system that 
has high availability is essential.

Trusted third party is another key con-
cept in the design of a PCS. Port companies 
delegate activities such as communication, 
transformation, validation, auditing, log-

ging, and tracing to the PCS. The PCS can 
also ensure that entities cannot deny the 
validity of electronic transactions. Nonrepu-
diation is a legal concept used to provide 
proof of the origin of data and the integrity 
of such data.

PCSs are not responsible for the con-
tent of the information exchanged or its 
veracity. The PCS must guarantee that data 
is not manipulated during interchanges or 
disclosed to unauthorized stakeholders. As 
such, implementing security measures and 
following international security standards, 
such as ISO 27001, is critical to PCSs.

3.3.1.3.  PCS implementation alternatives
The core of the PCS is middleware software 
that connects the PCS with other companies’ 
systems through standard communication 
protocols and messages. In addition, a PCS 
may implement other key features to guar-
antee the security of transactions.

The most widely used middleware in-
cludes message-oriented middleware and 

Hub-and-SpokePoint-to-Point

Figure 7 IOMS Models

Source: The Geography of Transport Systems.a
a Rodrigue, Jean-Paul. 2020. The Geography of Transport Systems.
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API-oriented middleware. A modern PCS 
normally integrates the two models in their 
implementation projects, depending on the 
demands of the business and service types 
required. New technologies like blockchain 
could be also used to design a modern  
PCS.

3.3.1.4. PCS integration services
A PCS links the businesses of the port com-
munity members. In terms of integration, a 
PCS gives all stakeholders access to data 
that is of interest to them, improving the effi-
ciency and efficacy of interactions between 
them. However, the level of efficiency and 
efficacy depends on how different systems 
(many are legacy platforms) are integrated 
to share information. Different enterprise 
systems need to be integrated with those 
that need to be accessed by external stake-
holders. UN/CEFACT Recommendation 
No. 37 states that the different stakehold-
ers in the trade chain need to comply with 
their declarative obligations through a single 
point of submission and suggests that data 
be shared between economic operators.

Figure 8 shows how a PCS can han-
dle different kinds of electronic information 
exchange between public and private enti-
ties using different formats, protocols, and 
internal and external systems.

3.4. Operational factors

This section examines the documentary pro-
cesses that are linked to physical or oper-
ational port and logistics processes: for 
example, those that enable the clearance of 
ships submitted through maritime or foreign 
trade single windows and integrated or inter-
faced with the PCS.

These documents are categorized into 
three groups and based on the main port 
processes (figure 9). These are (i) vessel pro-
cesses, which relate to port entry, stay, and 
departure, including basic port services such 
as technical/nautical services, and other port 
services; and (ii) inbound and (iii) outbound 
processes, including import and export 
cargo flows with transshipment.

3.4.1.  Operational tools

This section provides information on major 
operational aspects that should be consid-
ered when assessing whether a country or 
port community is ready to implement a PCS. 
The focus on process mapping is for analyz-
ing operational processes to determine the 
existing level of digitalization, benchmark-
ing against best practices, and to guide deci-
sion-making around the identification and 
prioritization of processes to be included in 
the phasing of a PCS implementation.

3.4.1.1. Core process mapping
Process mapping can be used to iden-
tify core process flows. Process mapping is 
the graphic representation of how work is 
done, using illustrative descriptions. It helps 
to visualize the details of processes closely 
and guides decision-making. Major areas of 
strengths and weaknesses in the existing 
process can be identified, along with how 
individual steps (activities) contribute to this 
process. It helps to reduce cycle times and 
defects in the process and enhances produc-
tivity once they have been re-engineered.

The major components of a process 
map include the inputs, outputs, and activ-
ities that the process entails. A good port 
logistics process map should illustrate the 
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Figure 8 General PCS Architecture

Source: IDOM.
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physical flow of goods and the workflow 
for documents together with stakeholder 
interactions. It should make use of common 
language (symbols) that are easily under-
stood by everyone. An ideal process map 
should contain appropriate details on multi-
ple paths, decisions, and rework loops.

To represent these processes, an end-
to-end approach is recommended, as this 
allows the integration of the port com-
munity stakeholders to be presented 
transversally, including the different doc-
ument-related and physical transactions 
involved in the process from the begin-
ning to the end. By applying this method, 
in-depth knowledge of the operations and 
relationships existing within the port com-
munity and their impact on the operations 
can be obtained. Using the Business Pro-
cess Model and Notation (BPMN) 3.0 stan-
dard is also recommended.

The core processes to be mapped can be 
divided into two groups: macro processes 
(level 0) and low-level processes (level 1), 

which include the detailed activities that 
each port community stakeholder carries 
out, including interactions with other stake-
holders. Appendix 13 contains a complete list 
of the processes to be mapped.

3.4.2. Operational standards

3.4.2.1. Vessel operations
This subsection describes best practices for 
operations and the standardization of port 
call processes based on the work of the 
port call optimization working group.11 These 
standards apply to all types of cargo vessels 
(container vessels, liquid and dry bulk carri-
ers, passenger ships, etc.).

These are maritime business guide-
lines and are not enforced by any law. Data 
accuracy and data ownership are important 
requisites, as operations cannot be planned 
correctly if the data used is not correct.

11 https://portcalloptimization.org/.

Port call request
(vessel arrival)

Port services
request

Port clearance
(vessel departure)

Cargo unloading Port operations

Port operations Cargo loading

Inland (port2client)

Transshipment

Inland (client2port)

Transshipment

VESSEL

INBOUND

OUTBOUND

Figure 9 High-Level Port Process Categories

Source: IDOM.
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 Just-in-time vessel arrival 
(Port Call Optimization)

Port Call Optimization, a collaborative initia-
tive for the standardization of port call pro-
cesses, is led by a working group made up of 
global ports and shipping companies whose 
common objective is improving the quality 
and availability of master and event data. 
This initiative aims to increase safety, achieve 
a cleaner environment, and lower costs for 
shipping companies, shippers, terminal oper-
ators, and ports.

One critical activity is improving the 
quality and availability of master data (e.g., 
berth depths and admission policies of each 
port), which ensures vessel–berth compat-
ibility and provides clear information on 
when it is safe to arrive or leave (the Avanti 
project12). In addition, a focus on improv-
ing the quality and availability of event data 
(e.g., planned time of arrival berth, esti-
mated time of completion of cargo opera-
tions) enables just-in-time planning of pilot 
on board, preplanning of all port services, 
and planning the departure to the next port 
(the Pronto project13).

These two projects bring existing stan-
dards together but do not develop com-
mercial solutions. This is left to the ports 
themselves to tailor to their specific cir-
cumstances. The projects use existing and 
robust nautical and supply chain standards 
and formats that meet worldwide shipping 
requirements. They are also backed by inter-
nationally recognized organizations with a 
strong track record to ensure the long-term 
sustainable development and maintenance 
of the associated standards. For more details 
on the Port Call Optimization initiative, see 
appendix 7.

3.4.2.2. Container operations
The DCSA’s Business Blueprint 3.0 Stan-
dard14 is perhaps the most relevant interna-
tional standard for container shipping. This 
standard was developed based on input from 
DCSA member shipping companies, industry 
stakeholders, and technology experts from 
other industries.

The universal, open-source nature of this 
standard is the reason for including it in this 
section, as it is important when defining the 
core processes for handling containers. The 
high-level processes covered by the standard 
include the shipment journey, the equipment 
journey, and the vessel journey.

3.4.2.3. Other cargo operations
The primary source of data for operational 
standards on noncontainerized cargo is the 
IMO, as well as the Baltic and International 
Maritime Council (BIMCO), an NGO mem-
ber of the IMO. BIMCO also promotes and 
supports the achievement of global stan-
dards and regulations for the maritime sec-
tor, including those related to reducing the 
industry’s CO2 emissions by 50% by 2050. 
At the political level, BIMCO advises mem-
ber states on the consequences of proposed 
regulations and suggests solutions to mak-
ing regulation effective and practicable.15

The IMO itself issues codes to be fol-
lowed by carriers and/or shippers when 
transporting certain types of cargo, primarily 
related to operational safety. See appendix 7 
for a complete list of these mandatory and 
optional IMO conventions and instruments.

12 https://portcalloptimization.org/images/Flyer%20
port%20call%20optimization.pdf.
13 Ibid.
14 https://dcsa.org/documentation/.
15 https://www.bimco.org/about-us-and-our-members .
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Port call request 
(vessel arrival)

Port services  
request

Port clearance 
(vessel departure)

Activities • Submit Port of Call 
Declaration

• Provide IMO FAL forms 
and other port call-
related documentation

• Manage vessel 
inspections

• Quarantine (if necessary)
• Arrival timestamps 

(at berth and at pilot 
boarding place)

• Manage services requests
• Authorization by 

maritime authority
• Authorization by terminal 

operator
• Timestamps for services
• Inform that services have 

been executed

• Submit updated 
FAL forms and other 
departure-related 
documentation

• Port clearance request
• Departure timestamps 

(loading/unloading, at 
berth)

Related 
documents

• Port of Call Declaration
• IMO FAL forms
• Maritime Health 

Declaration (arrival)
• Inspection documents
• SOLAS documentation
• Danger goods cargo 

information

• MARPOL documentation 
(for waste management)

• Port services request
• Authorization for port 

services execution
• Port services report

• Port clearance
• Maritime Health 

Declaration (departure)

Source: IDOM.

3.4.3.  Inventory of potential digital 
documentation

This section provides guidance on port 
operation documents that have been dig-
itized in world-class ports, both for con-
tainerized cargo and other types (liquid 
or dry bulk, ro-ro, general cargo, etc.). The 
standard DCSA documentation was ana-
lyzed for the containerized cargo, drawing 
on the experience of other port logistics 
projects, while regulations such as SOLAS 
and MARPOL (IMO) were reviewed for 
other cargo.

3.4.3.1. Vessel-related documentation
Table 11 shows core vessel processes along 
with the main activities and documentation 
that these require.

Relevant IMO documents include the 
FAL forms16 (see appendix 7). Standard 
2.1 includes a list of documents that pub-
lic authorities can demand of a vessel and 
recommends the maximum information 
and number of copies which should be 
required. Most of the maritime national sin-
gle-window services in countries that have 
adopted the FAL Convention apply these 
standards to define the fields included in 
the forms.

The PROTECT Group17 is one benchmark 
for best practices in the standardization of 
maritime documentation and the definition 
of formats for the electronic exchange of 

16 https://www.imo.org/en/OurWork/Facilitation/Pa 
ges/FormsCartificates-default.aspx.
17 https://ipcsa.international/protect/about-protect/.
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the world. See appendix 7 for more informa-
tion on the PROTECT Group’s initiatives.

All documents relating to port call pro-
cesses and basic port services (techni-
cal-nautical services, waste discharge, ship 
chandlering, etc.) are digitized and auto-
mated when a PCS is implemented. Ves-
sel-related documentation is summarized in 
table 12.

data between shipping agents and public 
authorities. It was originally formed in the 
1990s, and its activities support the elec-
tronic reporting required by public author-
ities for vessels entering or leaving a port 
or port area. In January 2020, PROTECT 
was integrated into IPCSA to support and 
develop expertise and design new elec-
tronic exchanges for port authorities around 

Document Description

Port of Call 
Declaration

Document sent by the shipping agent to the respective port authority to 
announce the arrival of the vessel. Usually accompanied by the FAL forms (if 
they are part of the legislation) or other documents covering similar functions.

IMO FAL Forms Documents required by the IMO (if adopted by the national legislative 
framework) within FAL forms:
1. IMO General Declaration (FAL form 1)
2. Cargo Declaration (FAL form 2)
3. Ship’s Stores Declaration (FAL form 3)
4. Crew’s Effects Declaration (FAL form 4)
5. Crew List (FAL form 5)
6. Passenger List (FAL form 6)
7. Dangerous Goods (FAL form 7)

Maritime Health 
Declaration

When a vessel arrives at a port to which health regulations apply, it is mandatory 
for the master to report on the health conditions on board their vessel and any 
circumstances on board that are likely to cause the spread of infectious disease.

Security-related 
information SOLAS 
regulation XI-2/9.2.2

Security information refers to the possession of certain security certificates on 
board and a questionnaire on security information.a

Advance Notification 
Form for Waste 
Delivery to Port 
Reception Facilities

Document provided by IMO to report waste discharge in the destination port, 
including data on type of waste according to MARPOL, maximum dedicated 
storage capacity in cubic meters, amount of waste retained on board, port at 
which remaining waste will be delivered (if known), and the estimated amount 
of waste to be generated between notification and next port of call (only for the 
case of waste management service).

Port Services 
Request

Document sent by shipping agent or captain of the vessel requesting port 
services from the port authority or service providers, such as technical-nautical 
services, MARPOL services, ship chandlering, etc.

Port Services Report Document sent by the service provider to the port authority after the execution 
of the port service. It includes timestamps of the start and completion of the 
services and other details required by the port authority.

Table 12 Vessel-Related Documents: Port Call Processes and 
Basic Port Services
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Authorization for the 
execution of port 
services

Authorizations needed in most ports to execute port services, such as the 
authorization by the port authority, maritime authority, or the terminal to 
allow access to its installations to perform the service. Authorization from the 
maritime authority is sometimes also required.

Dangerous goods 
cargo information

Any documentation relating to dangerous goods, such as the Material Safety 
Data Sheet (MSDS), which is recommended by the IMO and required by 
terminals or public authorities to authorize such cargo.

Port Clearance A document that provides permission for a vessel to depart a port when it 
complies with the documents and formalities required by the public authorities 
in the port of call. It allows the vessel to leave the country’s customs territory 
and is mostly issued by the port authority.

Source: IDOM.
a The complete requirements are available at: http:// tf ig .un e ce .org /pdf _fi l es /A9 R 6 5 C2 .pdf.

Vessel-Related Documents: Port Call Processes and 
Basic Port Services
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Inland Port operations Cargo loading

Activities • Export documentation 
preparation

• Booking
• Empty container pick-up
• Customs clearance
• Road/rail haulage
• Cargo pick-up

• Truck appointment system
• Terminal gate-in
• VGM submission
• Customs and other inspections
• Dangerous goods handling
• Cargo stacking
• Cut-off
• Cargo loaded on the vessel

• Bill of lading
• Export manifest 

declarations
• Final customs 

clearance

Related 
documents

• Booking (container)
• Empty container release 

order
• Shipping instructions
• Road/rail transportation 

order
• Export customs declaration, 

customs clearance
• Empty container gate-out
• EIR (container)
• Legal transportation 

documents
• Rail unloading list and report

• Cargo acceptance order
• VGM (container)
• EIR (container)
• Loading list (container)
• Stowage plan (container)
• Loading plan (other cargo)
• Gate-in (terminal)
• Dangerous goods 

authorization
• Invoices and payments for 

terminal services
• Truck appointment

• Loading report
• Export cargo 

manifest
• Bill of lading
• Final customs 

clearance 
declaration

Source: IDOM.

Table 13 Outbound Processes

Table 12 (continued)
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3.4.3.2.  Containerized cargo 
documentation

The foundation for the international mes-
saging and documentation standards for 
containerized cargo operations is the Ship 
Message Design Group (SMDG),18 which 
develops, maintains, and promotes the use 
of UN/EDIFACT EDI messages within the 
maritime industry. Some of the documents 
analyzed in this subsection may be sent in 
electronic format using these standards.

International trade and shipping docu-
ments will be divided into three cargo flow 

groups: inbound, outbound, and transship-
ment. They are distributed among the high-
level processes as shown in tables 13 and 14. 
Transshipment has been included within the 
inbound process in green.

Documents relating to shipments (goods) 
or equipment (container) during export, 
import, and transshipment are described in 
detail in appendix 8.

18 SMDG: User Group for Electronic Data Interchange 
(EDI) in the Maritime Container Business. For more 
information, see https://smdg.org.
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Unloading Port operations Inland Transshipment

Activities • Submit import 
cargo manifest 
declaration

• Arrival notice
• Submit unloading 

list
• Customs 

declaration
• ETC/ATC (terminal)
• ETD/ATD (shipping 

agent)

• Cargo unloaded at 
terminal

• Customs and 
other inspections

• Payment for 
terminal services

• Truck appointment 
in terminal

• Terminal handling
• Cargo release
• Gate-out (terminal)

• Empty container 
destination 
instructions

• Truck 
appointment 
(empty container 
depots)

• Road/rail haulage
• Empty gate-in 

(container)

• Transshipment 
declaration

• Payment to 
customs

• Unloading
• Loading

Related 
documents

• Customs import 
declaration

• Dangerous goods 
authorization

• Import cargo 
manifest

• Arrival notice
• Unloading list
• Stowage plan
• Unloading reports

• Bill of lading
• Cargo release 

order
• Inspection 

documents (if 
applicable)

• EIR (container)
• Invoices and 

payments for 
terminal services

• Truck 
appointment 
(terminals)

• Road/rail 
transportation 
order

• Rail loading list
• Rail loading report
• Terminal 

authorization
• Customs 

authorization
• Inland 

transportation 
document

• Empty 
acceptance order 
(container)

• Empty container 
destination 
instructions

• EIR (container)

• In-transit bond 
(transshipment) 
customs 
declaration

• Transshipment 
payment

• Unloading list
• Stowage plan
• Unloading reports
• Inspection 

documents (if 
applicable)

• Loading reports

Source: IDOM.

Table 14 Inbound Processes and Transshipment

https://publications.iadb.org/en/smart-and-sustainable-ports-tools-implementing-port-community-systems-appendices
https://smdg.org


3.5. Legal factors

PCS implementation initiatives require a 
review of international and regional legal 
frameworks, including rules and standards 
on topics such as digitization, cybersecu-
rity, data protection, and business regulation, 
among others. National legal frameworks 
should also be analyzed as part of PCS 
implementation.

3.5.1.  International or regional legal 
frameworks

3.5.1.1.  Legal frameworks for electronic 
documents

World Trade Organization (WTO)—Trade 
Facilitation Agreement (TFA)19

The TFA commits member states to observe 
certain good practices, including the presen-
tation of electronic documents before the 
arrival of vessels.

Moreover, article 10.4 of the TFA estab-
lishes that member countries must endeavor 
to maintain or establish a single window 
(and the necessary ICT to support this) for 
the presentation of documentation and/or 
information required by the authorities for 
the import, export, or transit of goods. Like-
wise, section III states that each country must 
establish or maintain a national trade facili-
tation committee or define a mechanism to 
facilitate internal coordination.

World Customs Organization (WCO)—
Building a Single Window Environment20

Documents relating to single windows 
(“Building a Single Window Environment,” 
“Single Window Data Harmonization Guide-
lines,” etc.) promote their use by customs 

authorities and provide guidelines for im-
plementation. In “Building a Single Window 
Environment,” the WCO emphasizes that 
political will is crucial to ensuring the suc-
cess of such projects and that this must be 
translated into sustained policy-making rou-
tines to support ongoing efforts. The doc-
ument concludes that customs authorities 
“have to treat Single Window projects with 
the utmost priority” and that communication 
between stakeholders is critical during the 
policy modeling phase.

International Maritime Organization 
(IMO)—FAL Convention on Facilitation 
of International Maritime Traffic and 
FAL forms
The FAL Convention contains standards and 
recommended practices and rules for simpli-
fying formalities, documentary requirements, 
and procedures regarding ships’ arrival, stay, 
and departure. The IMO has developed stan-
dardized FAL documentation for authorities 
and governments (FAL forms).

The FAL Convention mandates the elec-
tronic exchange of FAL forms between ships 
and ports and encourages the use of sin-
gle windows for this purpose. EU member 
states were instructed to accept electronic 
FAL forms to ease maritime traffic in Direc-
tive 2010/65/EU.21 The complete list of FAL 
forms is included in table 12.22

19 https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/tradfa_e/
tradfa_e.htm.
20 http://www.wcoomd.org/-/media/wco/public/global 
/pdf/topics/facilitation/instruments-and-tools/tools/
si ngle-window/compendium/swcompendiumvol1all-
parts .pdf.
21 https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid
=1568879869082&uri=CELEX:32010L0065.
22 https://www.imo.org/en/OurWork/Facilitation/
Pages/FormsCartificates-default.aspx.
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United Nations Centre for Trade 
Facilitation and Electronic Business 
(UN/CEFACT) at the United Nations 
Economic Commission for Europe 
(UNECE)
UNECE has developed a series of recom-
mendations and standards for international 
trade23 that reflect best practices in trade pro-
cedures and data and documentary require-
ments and are used worldwide to simplify 
and harmonize international trade proce-
dures and information flows. Specific recom-
mendations on the digitization and electronic 
exchange of information are:

• UN/CEFACT Recommendation No. 18 
(Facilitation Measures Related to Inter-
national Trade Procedures24) establishes 
a set of recommendations related to best 
practices and standards for the facilita-
tion and harmonization of commercial 
transactions, including trade documents 
at the beginning of the process, payment 
measures, official controls, and transpor-
tation of goods.

• UN/CEFACT Recommendation No. 33 
(Establishing a Single Window to Enhance 
the Efficient Exchange of Information 
Between Trade and Government25) pro-
motes the implementation of single win-
dows to allow the exchange of information 
relating to international trade transac-
tions, based on a legal framework that pro-
vides confidentiality and security in the 
exchange of information.

• UN/CEFACT Recommendation No. 34 
(Data Simplification and Standardization 
for International Trade26) suggests sim-
plifying and standardizing data to elimi-
nate the duplication of information that 
may be required by public bodies and sup-

ports the consolidation of information in 
a single dataset, allowing interoperability 
between authorities and even between 
single windows.

• UN/CEFACT Recommendation No. 35 
(Establishing a Legal Framework for an 
International Trade Single Window27) 
complements Recommendation No. 33 
by covering issues relating to legal frame-
works for single windows including data 
protection, governance, the identifica-
tion and authentication of data, electronic 
documents, and intellectual property. The 
recommendation also suggests consid-
ering international legal instruments and 
standards.

European Single Window—Regulation 
(EU) 2019/123928

The EU has its own regulations regarding the 
digitization of maritime processes. The Euro-
pean Single Window initiative establishes 
that each member state’s maritime single 
windows be connected to the European Mar-
itime Single Window Environment (EMSWe), 
which is technologically neutral and interop-
erable. National maritime single windows 
should be a general information entry point 
for maritime transportation operators, from 
which the data gathered is then transmit-
ted to all relevant competent authorities and 
port services providers.

23 https://unece.org/trade/uncefact/tf_recommenda-
tions.
24 https://unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/cefact/recommen-
dations/rec18/Rec18_pub_2002_ecetr271.pdf.
25 https://unece.org/DAM/cefact/recommendations/
rec33/rec33_trd352e.pdf.
26 https://unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/trade/Publica-
tions/ECE-TRADE-400E_Rec34.pdf.
27 https://unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/trade/Publica-
tions/ECE-TRADE-401E_Rec35.pdf.
28 https://eur-lex.europa.eu/eli/reg/2019/1239/oj.
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Different information channels provided 
by member states and service providers could 
be maintained as optional access points for 
transmitting information and should be able 
to act as data service providers—PCSs are 
examples of these.

The purpose of these regulations is to 
establish different harmonized standards for 
the exchange of information required dur-
ing port calls, ensuring that data sets can 
be communicated in the same way to each 
national maritime single window. This regu-
lation is also intended to facilitate the trans-
mission of information between declarants, 
competent authorities, and port service pro-
viders at the port of call and other member 
states. The application of this regulation will 
be mandatory as of August 2025.

Pacific Alliance
The Pacific Alliance is an economic integra-
tion and cooperation initiative led by Chile, 
Colombia, Mexico, and Peru. The commit-
ment to digitize foreign trade is set out in the 
Pacific Alliance Framework Agreement,29 and 
Chapter 5 of the Additional Protocol to the 
Framework Agreement30 specifically sets out 
the commitments relating to trade facilitation 
and customs cooperation. Article 5.9 sets out 
the conditions for implementing and enhanc-
ing national single windows for foreign trade 
and for the harmonization of forms and data 
which allows for the interoperability of single 
windows between countries.

Additionally, in decisions no. 131 and no. 8,32 
the Pacific Alliance defines the framework 
for the recognition of electronically signed 
documents and the electronic documents 
viewer as part of the single windows for for-
eign trade of the Pacific Alliance Interopera-
bility Framework.

3.5.1.2.  Legal frameworks for 
cybersecurity and data 
protection

Measures for a high common level of 
security of network and information 
systems across the European Union—EU 
Directive 2016/114833
EU Directive 2016/1158 sets out legal mea-
sures to boost the overall level of cyberse-
curity in the EU. To achieve this, the directive 
must be transposed onto member states’ 
national laws and the operators of essen-
tial services must be identified. The directive 
seeks to ensure the following:

• Member states’ readiness to adopt the direc-
tive by requiring them to be appropriately 
equipped to do so, namely by establish-
ing a computer security incident response 
team and a competent national network 
and information systems (NIS) authority.

• Cooperation among all member states by 
setting up a group to support and facilitate 
strategic cooperation and the exchange of 
information.34

29 https://alianzapacifico.net/download/acuerdo-
marco-de-la-alianza-del-pacifico/.
30 https://alianzapacifico.net/download/protocolo-adi-
cional-al-acuerdo-marco-de-la-alianza-del-pacifico/.
31 https://alianzapacifico.net/download/decision-
n1-reconocimiento-de-los-documentos-firmados-elec-
tronicamente-en-el-marco-de-la-interoperabilidad-
de-las-ventanillas-unicas-de-comercio-exterior-en-la-
alianza-del-pacifico/.
32 https://alianzapacifico.net/download/decision-no-
8-visualizador-de-documentos-electronicos-para-la-
exportacion-e-importacion-en-las-ventanillas-unicas-
de-comercio-exterior-en-la-alianza-del-pacifico/.
33 https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF
/?uri=CELEX:32016L1148&rid=1.
34 States’ computer security incident response teams 
will need to form a network to promote swift, effective 
operational cooperation on specific cybersecurity inci-
dents and to share information about risks.
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• Culture of security across the sectors 
which are vital for the economy and soci-
ety and rely on ICTs. These include energy, 
transportation, water, banking, financial 
market infrastructures, healthcare, and 
digital infrastructure.35

General Data Protection Regulation 
(GDPR)—EU Regulation 2016/67936

The main objective of this regulation is to 
give individuals control over their personal 
data and simplify the regulatory environ-
ment for international businesses by unifying 
regulations within the EU. This means that 
companies should only collect essential data 
for their business and must make sure that 
they protect it (for example, with encryption, 
tokenization, or pseudonymization). The 
GDPR also gives the individual control over 
what data is collected on different websites 
or apps and regulates the exchange of per-
sonal data between companies.37

Regulation 2019/881 on ENISA 
(the European Union Agency for 
Cybersecurity) and on Information 
and Communications Technology 
Cybersecurity Certification38

This law consists of two main axes: first, it lays 
the foundations for the structure and opera-
tion of the European Agency for Cybersecu-
rity (ENISA)39; second, it defines the standards 
that allow ICT cybersecurity to be certified 
within the EU.

According to article 56, cybersecurity 
certification shall be voluntary unless other-
wise specified by EU or member state law. In 
some areas, it might be necessary to impose 
specific cybersecurity requirements in the 
future and make the certification of these 
mandatory for certain ICT products, services, 

or processes, to improve cybersecurity levels 
in the EU. The European Commission should 
regularly monitor the impact of any Euro-
pean cybersecurity certification schemes that 
are adopted and reevaluate whether specific 
schemes should be made mandatory.

3.5.2.  National or local legal 
frameworks

Good practices at the national or local level 
were also analyzed as part of this research 
project. An overview of the relevant regu-
lations from countries where PCS projects 
have been implemented, including Peru, 
Spain, Chile, and Jamaica were considered. 
This legislation played an important role in 
these countries designing and implementing 
PCS and can be viewed as a good practice 
for other countries planning to follow suit. 
Appendix 9 lists these findings in detail.

35 Businesses in these sectors that are identified by 
member states as essential services providers will have 
to take appropriate security measures and notify seri-
ous incidents to the relevant national authority. Provid-
ers of key digital services (such as search engines, cloud 
computing services, and online marketplaces) must 
comply with the security and notification requirements 
set out in the directive.
36 https://eur-lex.europa.eu/eli/reg/2016/679/oj.
37 For example, every time that a user accesses a web-
site or app, they must be notified what data is col-
lected and how it is going to be used and they have 
to be asked for their permission to do so. The GDPR 
is applicable to the EU itself, the European Economic 
Area, and any outside area where personal data is trans-
ferred from the EU.
38 https://eur-lex.europa.eu/eli/reg/2019/881/oj.
39 ENISA was established in 2004 and was strengthened 
by the EU Cybersecurity Act (Regulation No. 526/2013), 
which first introduced an EU-wide cybersecurity certi-
fication framework for ICT products, services, and pro-
cesses. This regulation was repealed by Regulation 
2019/881, which seeks to enhance the trustworthiness of 
ICT products, services, and processes through cyberse-
curity certification schemes such that companies doing 
business in the EU will benefit from having their prod-
ucts certified. ENISA has played a key role in the cre-
ation of the cybersecurity certification framework.
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4.1.  Introduction to the PCS 
Readiness Assessment 
Questionnaire

The international good practices described 
in this document are benchmarks against 
which port communities can measure their 
performance as they assess the feasibility of 
implementing a PCS project.

The PCS Readiness Assessment Ques-
tionnaire (“the Questionnaire”) is a tool to 
support port communities to identify any 
existing gaps which may prevent or delay 
the successful implementation of a PCS. 
The Questionnaire is an easy-to-use Micro-
soft Excel that helps users assess the insti-
tutional, technological, legal, and operational 
aspects of their port. Figure 10 presents a 
section of the Questionnaire.

Questions 1–34 are yes/no questions, 
while question 35 requests information 
regarding the primary cargo type handled 
at the port: selecting an option reveals one 
or two further question(s), depending on 
the selection. Each question row, except 
the final question, includes a dropdown 
answer cell, as well as a cell for comments 
and notes. Providing comments is not man-
datory but doing so may be helpful when 
analyzing gaps and next steps. The end of 
each question row indicates which section 
of this document contains explanations or 
further information that may be useful when 
answering each question. The final question 

requires the respondent to identify the doc-
uments that are digitized in the port com-
munity.

It should take approximately one hour to 
fill in the questionnaire, although research-
ing the information needed to answer the 
questions and consulting with other stake-
holders may take considerably longer. Once 
the respondent has completed all the ques-
tions, the document will automatically gen-
erate a score that provides an indication of 
the port community’s level of readiness to 
implement a PCS. For more on this score, see 
section 4.3.

4.2.  Who Should 
Complete the PCS 
Readiness Assessment 
Questionnaire?

The target users of the Questionnaire are 
country or port authority representatives 
who are considering implementing a PCS. 
However, it can also be completed by rele-
vant private-sector actors who may be inter-
ested in either initiating and operating a PCS 
or participating in one. Generally speaking, a 
representative from the port authority, cus-
toms or ministry of trade, or any other sim-
ilar body with legitimacy for representing 
the port community would be the ideal can-
didate for coordinating the preparation of 
the Questionnaire. This agency/body should 
become an ambassador for the PCS.

The PCS Readiness 
Assessment Questionnaire
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Although it is recommended that the 
Questionnaire be answered by one respon-
dent, a single individual may not be able to 
answer all the questions. The respondent 
should be able to call on different stakehold-
ers to request support or further information. 
The questionnaire can be saved and shared 
with other people for this purpose.

In other words, any person participat-
ing in the completion of the Questionnaire 
should:

• have a holistic vision of port processes and 
be able to answer most or all questions and 
identify the stakeholders involved in the 
different processes and activities;

• have enough influence and access to other 
stakeholders who may need to be con-
sulted to obtain additional information, 
such as a Trade Facilitation National Com-
mittee; and

• be willing to promote the PCS project.

Figure 10 The PCS Readiness Assessment Questionnaire

4.3.  The PCS Readiness 
Assessment Score

Once the Questionnaire has been com-
pleted, the spreadsheet will generate a score 
that indicates how ready the country or port 
is to implement a PCS. Scores are grouped 
into three readiness bands: not ready (0–12, 
or a higher score with at least one red flag 
answer), partially ready (13–24), and ready 
(more than 24).

Scores are calculated as follows:

• Yes/no questions
All “yes” answers to the institutional, tech-
nological, and legal questions are given 
one point in the scoring system. This also 
applies to the questions on operational 
indicators on international standards, 
with the exception of those questions that 
relate to digital documentation (question 
36 or 37, depending on cargo type). For 

Read this section before completing the questionnaire
Introduction This questionnaire is a self-assessment tool that is intended to help ports or countries evaluate how ready they are to implement a port 

community system (PCS). It is designed to be used alongside Smart and Sustainable Ports: Tools for Implementing Port Community Systems , a two-
part document that provides detailed background information and explanations for completing the questionnaire and suggested next steps to
follow once you have done so. We strongly suggest you read the document before proceeding with the questionnaire.

12 25

Structure The questionnaire is made up of 37 questions, divided into four sections that evaluate the institutional, technological, legal, and operational aspects 
of ports, respectively. Questions 1-34 are yes/no questions, while question 35 includes two possible answers, each of which lead to a different 
version of questions 36 and a possible question 37 (other cargo option). Each question row, except the question on digitalized documents, includes 
a dropdown cell for your answer and a cell for comments and notes. Providing comments is not mandatory but doing so may be helpful when you 
analyze gaps and next steps. If you do not understand a question or need more context to answer it, please refer to the section of the Smart and 
Sustainable Ports: Tools for Implementing Port Community Systems  document indicated at the end of the row. The question on digitalized 
documents employs checkbox functionality to indicate the status of each document. Individually mark the appropriate checkbox  for each 
document. If a particular document is not utilized in your port community, leave it blank.

Timing and scores It should take approximately 1 hour to fill in the questionnaire, although researching the information needed to answer the questions and 
consulting with other stakeholders may take considerably longer. After you have answered all the questions, the sheet will automatically provide a 
score on a scale of 0 (not ready) to 34 (fully ready). These scores are grouped into three readiness level bands: not ready (0-12), partially ready (13-24), 
and ready (more than 24).

Not ready Partially ready Ready

Red flag questions Questions 1, 11, 29, 36, and 37 are red flag questions: negative answers to these means that the port/country is not ready to move forward with a 
PCS implementation project even if it has a score of over 24. Shortfalls in these areas must be addressed before the country can move forward with
the PCS project.

Next steps Once you have completed the questionnaire and obtained a score and readiness level, see section 5 of Smart and Sustainable Ports: Tools for 
Implementing Port Community Systems  for detailed information on suggested ways to proceed.

Readiness level Score
Questionnaire not finished 0

Question No.
 Answer (select 

from 
dropdown)

Comments

For more 
information, see the 
following section of 

Smart and 
Sustainable Ports: 

Tools for 
Implementing Port 

Institutional aspects 0
This section evaluates the involvement of the most important stakeholders in implementing a 
PCS, the need to set up a formal Port Community Committee with public and private 
representation, and the expected role(s) of public entities in the PCS project. 

1 Has a Port Community Committee been formally established? 3.1.1.2

2 Does the Port Community Committee include representatives from public institutions and private 
stakeholders as well as terminal operators and shipping lines? 3.1.1.1

3 Are there any statutes or rules that determine how the Port Community Committee is organized? 3.1.1.2

4 Does the Port Community Committee have a dedicated full-time president? 3.1.1.2

5 Are the frequency and dynamics of the Port Community Committee meetings clearly established? 3.1.1.2

6 Have port logistics processes and/or stakeholders' relationships been mapped within your port community ? 3.1.1.1

7
Has any joint process reengineering been carried out by port community stakeholders (through working groups with different representatives of the 
logistics chain)?

3.1.2.2

8 Have attempts been made in the past to implement a PCS in the country? N/A

9
Have PCS ambassadors been identified and appointed? A PCS ambassador is defined as someone who promotes the implementation of a PCS from 
the outset, not just in the process of designing or establishing the PCS but also in generating consensus among the different stakeholders.

3.1.2.3

10 Have different committees been created to promote the Port Community System project or similar ones? Appendix 3

Technological aspects 0

This section assesses the technological level of a port and its stakeholders, given that a PCS will need to handle electronic communications that 
are exchanged through it by port stakeholders. The technological level of a port ecosystem will need to meet certain basic standards for 
implementing a PCS to be viable.

11 Does Customs have an information system in place that allows its processes to be digitalized? 3.3

12 Are all Customs processes currently carried out electronically? 3.3

13 Is there a maritime single window at the national/regional level? 3.3

14
Does the port authority and/or maritime authority (if there is one) have an information system that allows the control of maritime traffic or land 
traffic to be optimized (e.g., vessel traffic service, port management system)?

3.3

15
Do terminal operators have a modern terminal operating system (e.g., Navis) that allows them to manage yard operations in an optimal, automated 
way? This question should be answered based on what the majority of stakeholders (in terms of cargo volume) do.

3.3

16
Do customs brokers have their own information systems for digitalizing their daily processes? This question should be answered based on what the 
majority of stakeholders (in terms of cargo volume) do.

3.3

17
Are customs brokers integrated with shipping companies at the systems level (i.e., through APIs, XMLs, EDIFACT messages, etc.)? This question 
should be answered based on what the majority of stakeholders (in terms of cargo volume) do.

3.3

18
Are shipping agents integrated with shipping companies at the systems level (i.e., through APIs, XMLs, EDIFACT messages, etc.)? This question should 
be answered based on what the majority of stakeholders (in terms of cargo volume) do.

3.3

19
Are shipping agents integrated with terminal operators at the systems level (i.e., through APIs, XMLs, EDIFACT messages, etc.)? Select "Yes" if there is 
at least one terminal operator that provides this integration.

3.3

20
Have 4.0 technologies been implemented or tested within the port community companies (e.g., blockchain, artificial intelligence, Internet of 
Things, etc.)?

3.3.1

LEGAL 0

This section evaluates the legal aspects that will need to be checked or modified prior to implementing a PCS, specifically those relating to 
information exchange or communication between certain public and private stakeholders within the port community. 

21 Is your country a signatory to international agreements for foreign trade facilitation? If yes, please specify which ones in the comments section. 3.5.1

22
Are the international conventions that your country is a signatory to being followed and complied with (e.g., Convention on Facilitation of 
International Maritime Traffic, World Trade Organization (WTO) – Trade Facilitation Agreement, etc.)?

3.5.1

23
Are you following the UN/CEFACT recommendations on the digitalization and electronic exchange of information (recommendations 18, 33, 34, and 
35)?

3.5.1

24 Is there any law in place to promote the use of the national or regional maritime single window (if there is one) or make this mandatory? 3.5.1.1

25 Does your country have cyberscurity laws or regulations? 3.5.1.2

26 Does your country have data protection laws? 3.5.1.2

27 Has an agreement been signed between Customs and the port community ambassador to promote the PCS project? 3.5.1.2

28 Does the Customs law allow for sharing of information with the PCS or similar? 3.5.1.2

29 Is there a law that supports the replacement of paper documents with electronic documents? 3.5.1.2

30 Is there legal framework for public-private partnerships within the country? 3.2.1

31 Do port terminal operators' concessions contracts require the digitalization of relevant documentation sent to the authorities? Appendix 9

32 Is it legally viable for a public entity (e.g., the port authority) to operate an electronic platform such as a PCS? Appendix 9

OPERATIONAL 0

This section assesses the port's level of digitalization in order to evaluate existing documentary operational processes and the feasibility of future 
electronic communications among stakeholders across the PCS.

33 Does your port apply just-in-time processes as defined by the Port Call Optimization initiative? 3.4.2.1 10% 30% 60%

34 Has a national-level best practices document on vessels or port logistics operations been issued by a public authority? 3.4.2.3 Not digitalized Partially digitalized Digitalized

35
What is the main cargo handled in your port/country? Choose an option in cell C58  (Container/Other cargo) and then complete question 36 and 
the table in question 37 that will appear below after you have selected your answer.

3.4.3

36
Which documents from the list relating to containers are digitalized in your port(s)? A digitalized document refers to an online form (the following 
communications channels are not valid: email, scanned pdf, phone call, paper).
If a certain document does not exist in your port community environment, do not answer the question.

#DIV/0!

Do the companies within the 
port community apply 
operational standards of IMO (for 
bulk cargo)?

Appendix 7 #DIV/0!

37 Digitalized Not digitalized

Which documents from the list 
relating to other cargo are 
digitalized in your port(s)? A 
digitalized document refers to 
an online form (the following 
communications channels are 

Digitalized Not digitalized

Vessel Vessel 
Port of call declaration FALSE FALSE Port of call declaration FALSE FALSE
IMO FAL forms FALSE FALSE IMO FAL forms FALSE FALSE
Maritime health declaration FALSE FALSE Maritime health declaration FALSE FALSE

Security-related information as required under SOLAS regulation XI-2/9.2.2 FALSE FALSE
Security-related information as 
required under SOLAS regulation 
XI-2/9.2.2

FALSE FALSE

Advanced notification form for waste delivery to port reception facilities FALSE FALSE
Advanced notification form for 
waste delivery to port reception
facilities

FALSE FALSE

Port services request FALSE FALSE Port services request FALSE FALSE
Authorization for port services execution FALSE FALSE Authorization for port services 

execution
FALSE FALSE

Dangerous goods cargo information FALSE FALSE Danger goods cargo information FALSE FALSE
Port clearance FALSE FALSE Port clearance FALSE FALSE
Port services report FALSE FALSE Port services report FALSE FALSE
Export Export
Booking request FALSE FALSE Shipping instructions FALSE FALSE
Booking confirmation FALSE FALSE Bill of lading FALSE FALSE
Empty container release order FALSE FALSE Road transport order FALSE FALSE
Gate-out (empty container depot) FALSE FALSE Customs export declaration FALSE FALSE
Shipping instructions FALSE FALSE Payment for terminal services FALSE FALSE
Bill of lading (master B/L, MBL, carrier’s B/L) FALSE FALSE Loading list FALSE FALSE
Dangerous goods authorization FALSE FALSE Truck appointment FALSE FALSE
Road transport order FALSE FALSE TML (transportable moisture 

limit)
FALSE FALSE

Customs export declaration FALSE FALSE Loading plan FALSE FALSE
Trade documents attached to customs export declaration FALSE FALSE Loading report FALSE FALSE
Customs clearance FALSE FALSE Weight tickets FALSE FALSE
Export cargo manifest FALSE FALSE Export cargo manifest FALSE FALSE
Container acceptance order FALSE FALSE Inland transport document FALSE FALSE
Container announcement list (loading list) FALSE FALSE Import
Stowage plan FALSE FALSE Bill of lading FALSE FALSE
Loading report FALSE FALSE Import cargo manifest FALSE FALSE
Verified gross mass declaration FALSE FALSE Customs import declaration FALSE FALSE
EIR (equipment interchange receipt) FALSE FALSE Arrival notice FALSE FALSE
Invoices and payments for terminal services FALSE FALSE Discharge list (unloading list) FALSE FALSE
Truck appointment (terminals) FALSE FALSE Unloading report FALSE FALSE
Truck appointment (empty container depots) FALSE FALSE Payment for terminal services FALSE FALSE
Gate-in (terminal) FALSE FALSE Road transport order FALSE FALSE
Invoices and payments for empty depot services (gate-out) FALSE FALSE Truck appointment (terminals) FALSE FALSE
Inland transport document FALSE FALSE TML (transportable moisture 

limit)
FALSE FALSE

Import Unloading plan FALSE FALSE
Customs import declaration FALSE FALSE Weight tickets FALSE FALSE
Trade documents attached to customs import declaration FALSE FALSE Inland transport document FALSE FALSE
Customs clearance FALSE FALSE
Import cargo manifest FALSE FALSE
Arrival notice FALSE FALSE
Stowage plan FALSE FALSE
Container discharge list (unloading list) FALSE FALSE
Unloading report FALSE FALSE
Payment for terminal services FALSE FALSE
Container release order FALSE FALSE
Road transport order FALSE FALSE
EIR (equipment interchange receipt) FALSE FALSE
Truck appointment (terminals) FALSE FALSE
Gate-out (terminal) FALSE FALSE
Empty container destination instructions FALSE FALSE
Empty container acceptance order FALSE FALSE
Invoices and payments for empty depot services (gate-in) FALSE FALSE
Truck appointment (empty container depots) FALSE FALSE
Gate-in (empty container depot) FALSE FALSE
Inland transport document FALSE FALSE
Transshipment
In-transit bond declaration (transshipment declaration) FALSE FALSE
Transshipment payment FALSE FALSE
Container discharge list (unloading list) FALSE FALSE
Container announcement list (loading list) FALSE FALSE
Unloading report FALSE FALSE
Loading report FALSE FALSE

Port Community System Readiness Assessment Questionnaire

RANGES FOR THE FINAL EVALUATION

RANGES FOR THE DOCUMENTARY DIGITALIZATION EVALUATION
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these, the percentage of documents that 
are digitized is calculated and points are 
assigned to these as follows:
• Less than 10% of documents are digi-

tized (“red flag”): no (0 points);
• More than 30% of documents are dig-

itized: yes (1 point); or
• More than 60% of documents are dig-

itized: yes (2 points).
• Red flags

There are certain questions throughout the 
Readiness Assessment for which a nega-
tive answer means that the port/country 
is not ready to move forward with a PCS 
implementation project regardless of how 
high its overall score is. A red flag does 
not suggest a PCS should not be imple-
mented; rather, it indicates that based on 
experiences in other countries, address-
ing these priority areas first is critical to 
ensuring success of the project.

Once users have obtained a score on the 
Questionnaire, they can find an explanation 
of the result in section 4.4 and suggested 
courses of action in section 5.

4.4.  Interpreting the Readiness 
Assessment Score

Once all sections of the Questionnaire have 
been completed, a score on a scale of 0 to 
36 or 37 (depending on the type of cargo 
selected in question 35) will automatically 
be displayed. Scores are grouped into three 
readiness bands: not ready (0–12, or a higher 
score with at least one red flag answer), par-
tially ready (13–24), and ready (more than 
24). For more on the scoring system, see 

section 4.3. These bands are intended to 
help ports or countries define the course 
of action they should follow to eventually 
implement a PCS.

• Not ready: there are two possible sce-
narios within this category, depending 
on respondents’ answers to the red flag 
questions:
• At least one negative answer to any 

of the red flag questions: the port or 
country should focus on addressing the 
issue(s) covered in these questions to 
be ready to implement a PCS project.

• A low score (0–12) but no negative 
answers to any of the red flag ques-
tions: the port or country should 
address issues which received a neg-
ative score, focusing on those that 
the port community might find easi-
est to address. However, it may con-
sider launching the early phases of a 
PCS project.

• Partially ready: the port or country can 
comfortably launch a PCS project. How-
ever, they must continue to work to bridge 
some of the gaps identified in the Question-
naire, prioritizing the aspects that the port 
community might find easiest to address.

• Ready: the port or country is fully pre-
pared to implement a PCS. The suggested 
course of action is to implement interna-
tional best practices to address any out-
standing gaps that were identified in the 
Questionnaire.

Based on this score, ports can design a 
course of action to remedy existing shortfalls 
and move toward implementing a PCS.
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The following subsections contain guidance 
on two practical tools that ports or coun-
tries can use to help address existing short-
falls in their port communities and move 
toward implementing a PCS. Galvanizing the 
involvement and commitment of key stake-
holders is vital to the successful implemen-
tation of a PCS. The first of these tools is an 
advocacy plan: when tailored to the specific 
characteristics and needs of the members of 
each port community, this can address the 
misconceptions and doubts surrounding the 
PCS project. The second tool is a proposed 
methodology for assessing the impact and 
benefits that implementing a PCS would 
bring the port community, which is impor-
tant to give the platform credibility and dem-
onstrate results.

5.1. Advocacy plan

The process of implementing a PCS will likely 
imply making many changes to the exist-
ing port system and community. An advo-
cacy plan facilitates these modifications 
and changes by getting all stakeholders on 
board. As with any change, it is normal that 
there will be some resistance. To address 
this, it is essential to:

• Understand the current situation and how 
the proposed change will impact individ-
ual stakeholders and/or institutions;

• Identify and describe target audiences, 
messages, and messengers;

• Recognize gaps, assign resources, set 
goals, and develop an action plan; and

• Monitor and evaluate results.

One of the main outputs of the advocacy 
plan will be a roadmap that includes specific 
messages to be transmitted and the actions 
to be undertaken to achieve buy-in among 
the port community. It is recommended that 
the advocacy plan be launched and imple-
mented before the PCS is introduced, which 
should only take place after the initiative has 
been approved by the appropriate govern-
ment bodies.

The following subsections describe the 
different stages in the process of developing 
an advocacy plan.

5.1.1. Addressing resistance to change

A new PCS will change the way that infor-
mation is managed and shared among port 
community stakeholders, resulting in more 
agile and efficient logistic processes. How-
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ever, the introduction of a new system will 
ultimately bring with it changes to the way 
things are done. As mentioned earlier, there 
may be resistance to the change that the 
plan seeks to bring about.

The first step in developing an advo-
cacy plan is identifying the problem and 
the affected parties, as well as defining its 
causes and impact.

On the one hand, champion(s) need to 
possess and demonstrate some general fea-
tures or qualities to build up the trust of the 
port community. These include credibility 
for the role, effective communication skills, 
conflict resolution skills, ability to influence, 
among others. These qualities will facilitate 
building strong relationships among stake-
holders and permit discussions for cooper-
ation on the PCS project even in parallel to 
existing disagreements with port community 
members, inclusion of all stakeholders in the 
project, openness to share all project infor-
mation, and so on.

On the other hand, the plan needs to 
propose an approach to dealing with the 
transition or transformation of operations 
and processes, whether in terms of practices 
or technology. It should include a change 
management section to reduce or, if possi-
ble, eliminate doubts and reluctance among 
stakeholders. By anticipating areas of resis-
tance and designing a strategy to reduce 
or eliminate these, the port community will 
encounter less resistance to the required 
changes among port community stakehold-
ers; greater acceptance of the new system 
(PCS); possible reduction in the number of 
corrective changes while the new processes 
and procedures are being introduced; more 
rapid system stabilization as defects are cor-
rected and its use becomes widespread; 

and a quicker understanding of the benefits 
derived.

Developing a PCS project will require 
process re-engineering for most port com-
munity stakeholders. This, in turn, will entail 
bringing stakeholders on board with sharing 
certain information with other parties. They 
will ultimately benefit from the new system 
by obtaining better quality data or streamlin-
ing their processes but may initially be reluc-
tant to implement the necessary changes, 
for reasons listed below:

• PCS implementation requires process 
re-engineering, changes in documen-
tary procedures, and the introduction of 
new digital processes. This may result in 
a reduction in staff numbers or staff mov-
ing to other positions, which may in turn 
bring unease and uncertainty.

• Each stakeholder will have to cover the 
costs of adapting their systems and inte-
grating these with the PCS, although these 
should be minimal.

• Certain PCS services may seem redundant 
when compared to stakeholders’ systems. 
However, while a stakeholder can use their 
own systems for certain tasks, it may ben-
efit the port community as a whole for 
them to integrate these tasks into the PCS, 
thereby avoiding having to upload the 
same data to various platforms or having 
to manage different accounts.

• Stakeholders may be reluctant to share 
their information, fearing that the infor-
mation will be misused. The management 
of data security, roles, and confidentiality 
agreements may also be a sensitive mat-
ter for certain stakeholders.

• Fees may be charged for the use of certain 
PCS services. If stakeholders do not under-
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stand the benefits that a PCS will bring them, 
they may be less willing to pay such fees.

• Depending on the chosen business model, 
certain B2B services may be mandatory. 
Stakeholders may therefore see the PCS 
as being anticompetitive as they may 
already offer the services it will provide. 
There may also be possible legal questions 
for the stakeholders themselves regarding 
data-sharing.

• Stakeholders may distrust the PCS gover-
nance model and be unwilling to use it. For 
instance, if the PCS is run entirely by a pri-
vate entity, stakeholders may be more reluc-
tant to share data. On the other hand, if it 
is managed by a public entity and the pri-
vate sector has little trust in public institu-
tions, buy-in may also be difficult to achieve.

• Stakeholders may perceive the PCS as 
a threat to their competitive advantage, 
given that they are now sharing resources 
with possible competitors in the same port 
community, e.g., between terminals. As a 
consequence, they may not be willing to 
share the ICT functionalities or services 
that they offer their clients exclusively.

Each port or country should analyze the 
specific problems it is facing to identify the 
main pitfalls relating to PCS buy-in. These can 
vary significantly depending on the legal frame-
work chosen for the PCS, the business model, 
the revenue model, the functional design, and 
other characteristics or features of the PCS.

5.1.2. Description of objectives

Once the main problems relating to accep-
tance of the PCS among stakeholders have 
been clearly identified, the next step is to 
define the purpose of the advocacy plan, that 

is, what is expected to be achieved by the 
end of the advocacy campaign. The advo-
cacy plan should follow the SMART goal-set-
ting approach:40

Specifically, with regards to the time-
frame, it is useful to set short-term, interme-
diate and long-term objectives. For example:

• Short-term objectives: these will help 
measure the progress of the project and 
provide small action steps.
• Get buy-in for the project from all min-

istries and governmental bodies related 
to ports and foreign trade.

• Involve all port community stake-
holders in the project from the outset 
through the PCS committees.

• Convince customs and/or terminal 
operators to become PCS ambassa-
dors.

• Intermediate objectives: these represent 
specific steps toward the main goals of 
the project.
• Create a cohesive, stable, and well-

organized port community.
• Convince the port community and the 

importers/exporters as to how the PCS 
will benefit them and the country’s for-
eign trade.

• Long-term objectives: these are to be 
achieved by the end of the advocacy cam-
paign.

40 In other words, the advocacy plan should be (i) spe-
cific: it should set clearly defined objectives; (ii) mea-
surable: it must be possible to verify if the objectives 
have been achieved, in order to monitor progress on the 
plan; (iii) achievable: the objectives have to be realis-
tic, which means that they must be achievable with the 
resources defined; (iv) relevant: the objectives must 
help achieve the overall objective and not deviate from 
it; (v) timed: the objectives have to be accomplished 
within a defined timeframe.
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• All professional associations that rep-
resent the different port community 
stakeholders agree to actively partici-
pate in the implementation of the PCS.

• The PCS becomes the single window 
for all port logistics activities.

The advocacy plans of each country or port 
will have requirements or objectives which are 
specific to them, based on the analysis car-
ried out in the first stage of the methodology.

5.1.3. Target audiences

PCS projects involve the participation of all 
stakeholders (public and private entities or 
organizations) in port logistics processes. 
After defining the goals of the advocacy plan, 
the next step is to identify the stakeholders 
that may have sufficient power to influence 
the project. A stakeholder analysis should be 
undertaken to answer the following questions:

• Who is most likely to benefit from the pro-
posed changes?

• Who is most likely to be adversely influ-
enced by the proposed changes?

• Who has the power and resources to make 
these changes happen?

• Who is most reluctant to accept the project?
• Who may be affected by the project?

The stakeholder leading the advocacy 
plan should consider classifying other stake-
holders according to the influence they have 
on the PCS project and the attitude they have 
toward change. Table 15 describes stakehold-
ers’ level of influence and their potential atti-
tude to PCS projects.

Finally, once the stakeholders have been 
classified, the following information should 

be compiled for each: stakeholder’s name and 
type of stakeholder (public/private/PPP); 
changes affecting the stakeholder and their 
resistance to change, if any; and the stake-
holder’s influence (high/medium/low) and 
attitude (opponent/undecided/promoter).

5.1.4. Communications strategy

Once the stakeholder (target audience) has 
been identified and classified, the messages 
to be sent to them need to be designed and 
a communications strategy implemented. The 
aim of this strategy is to report on the actions 
to be carried out within the PCS project, ensur-
ing that all port community stakeholders have 
correct, up-to-date information. This should 
further reduce possible resistance to change 
and increase involvement in the project.

A well-designed communications strat-
egy should:

• Inform stakeholders who are directly and 
indirectly affected by the PCS project;

• Provide clear information, avoiding errors 
and incoherent messages;

• Develop realistic expectations by analyz-
ing the impact and future benefits of the 
changes to be implemented;

• Enlist the support of professional groups 
and association leaders to promote and 
increase acceptance of the PCS; and

• Gather feedback to improve the original 
communications strategy.

A clear and simple methodology that 
could be used when designing and execut-
ing a communications strategy is as fol-
lows: analyze stakeholders, define content, 
design messaging, send communications 
and gather feedback. Messages need to be 
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sent to stakeholders before the PCS is imple-
mented and should be monitored and fol-
lowed up during the implementation stage.

As part of the communication strategy, 
individual communication plans (for each 
stakeholder) and a collective communication 
plan (for the entire port community) should be 
developed. This will help refine the general and 
specific content of the messages described 
above and identify the correct messengers.

Some examples of individual and collec-
tive messages are provided in table 16. These 
messages and their approaches are only 
intended as suggestions, not as strict guide-
lines. All messaging should be adapted to suit 
each country and/or specific port community.

5.1.5. Resources and assets

While the advocacy plan is being developed, 
resources and assets should be assigned to 
ensure it can be implemented correctly.

An inventory should be made of all 
available and necessary resources. Existing 
resources that can be expanded or built on 
should be included. A detailed list of required 
resources that are currently unavailable 
should be compiled by specifically examining 
the partnerships, alliances, and knowledge 
capacities that need to be developed, along 
with other necessary inputs, such as research 
to support assertions, media support, etc.

Past experiences should be examined 
to see if any initiatives or projects similar to 
advocacy plans or communication have been 
developed. Alliances and partnerships may 
exist in the port environment, and the expe-
rience of the stakeholders involved could be 
drawn upon, as could any other information 
and resources that are already available and 
might be used again. Financial, human, and 
infrastructure resources should also be eval-
uated. These are described in more detail in 
appendix 11.

Degree of 
stakeholder 
influence

Low: these stakeholders have an informal capacity to bring about change in the 
PCS project. All port community members and future PCS users (professionals and 
technicians who work within port community companies) are deemed to have low 
influence on the PCS project.

Medium: these stakeholders may have some formal capacity to bring about change. 
Different professional port community groups and associations fall into this category 
since they make business decisions.

High: these stakeholders have the formal capacity to cause change in the project. 
They include port authorities, foreign trade ministries, or customs, due to their power 
within the port community.

Types of attitude 
toward change

Opponents have a negative attitude toward change and behave accordingly.

Undecided stakeholders generally have neither a positive nor negative attitude 
toward change but are simply not yet convinced of it.

Promoters have a positive attitude toward change and support it because they will 
profit from it.

Source: IDOM.
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Table 15 Levels of Stakeholder Influence on the PCS Project and 
Attitudes toward Change

https://publications.iadb.org/en/smart-and-sustainable-ports-tools-implementing-port-community-systems-appendices
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5.1.6. Timeline

Once the strategy for collective and individ-
ual communication plans has been defined, a 
timeline needs to be established for each of 
the messages, including start and end dates. 
It is strongly recommended to launch the 
advocacy plan as early as possible before 
implementing the PCS project. This will 
ensure that all stakeholders are informed and 
clear about the PCS project and its benefits 
prior to development. Once system develop-
ment commences, messages sent previously 
will need to be repeated, updated, and mod-
ified based on the feedback received from 
the port community stakeholders.

The content, timing, and sequencing of 
the messages must be clearly defined to 
reduce resistance to change among stake-
holders. Messages relating to the short-term 
objectives could be transmitted first, fol-
lowed by those relating to the medium- and 
then long-term objectives.

5.1.7. Evaluation

In the final stage, the advocacy plan itself 
should be evaluated so that progress can be 
monitored. Indicators should be designed to 
monitor and evaluate the execution. These 
should be quantitative to make it easy to 
evaluate the progress or impact of the advo-
cacy plan. The following types of indicators 
could be used:

• Progress indicators identify each phase in 
the advocacy plan. These should reflect 
the main deadlines and activities defined 
above and represent small steps toward 
achieving larger goals. An example of a 
progress indicator might be the percent-

age of messages that have been sent dur-
ing the send communications stage. More 
detailed examples of these indicators and 
how they could be measured are listed in 
appendix 10.

• Impact indicators provide evidence on 
whether the advocacy plan was success-
ful or not, that is, whether it positively 
influenced or changed opinions on the 
issue. Impact indicators might include 
the percentage fulfillment of the SMART 
objectives defined during stage 2 of the 
advocacy plan. Examples of impact indi-
cators based on the hypothetical objec-
tives previously defined in section 5.1.2 are 
included in appendix 10.

5.2.  Demonstrating 
Results: Impact and 
Benefit Assessment 
Methodologies

Different methodologies can be used to 
identify and measure the qualitative and 
quantitative benefits of a PCS for the port 
community, and demonstrate results—this is 
essential for achieving and maintaining buy-
in for the PCS project.

Qualitative benefits derive from align-
ing the PCS project with the objectives of 
the strategic plan for the port or the entire 
national port system. The port community 
will also obtain benefits from the platform, 
such as process integration, information visi-
bility and transparency, round-the-clock user 
support, and improved information security.

The quantitative benefits of implement-
ing a PCS include time and cost savings for 
the port community. These benefits derive 
from the increased efficiency and effective-
ness of stakeholder operations and are asso-
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ciated with the different services provided 
by the PCS. Introducing a PCS benefits each 
stakeholder and the port community as a 
whole, making it more competitive among 
other port communities.

5.2.1.  Methodology for identifying 
the qualitative benefits of a 
PCS

Given the expansion of maritime trans-
port in recent decades, flexible information 
exchange has become a key factor in the 
competitiveness of the entire logistics chain, 
especially at ports. Supply chains use a wide 
range of powerful, reliable, and advanced 
technological tools. The role of ports as 

intermodal distribution nodes is essential 
to improving the cost and reliability of the 
entire logistics chain. Shippers and shipping 
companies base their port selection not only 
on cargo handling capacity but also on the 
value-added services they offer. A PCS is a 
technological platform that provides some 
of these services.

The majority of systems used within a port 
community can be integrated into the PCS, 
improving the efficiency and effectiveness 
of port community companies’ operations. 
The PCS should improve the competitive-
ness of foreign trade and transit through the 
port, increasing the quality of the services 
offered by the port community members. 
Likewise, the PCS will aid in forecasting and 

Alignment with the port’s strategic plan

Strategic lines of the port authority, hinterland, region,
country, etc.

Promote improvements to global processes

Create indirect or medium-term benefits

Improve specific processes

Create direct reductions in costs for the port
community

Provide a single window

Strategic 
level

Tactical level

Operational level

Figure 11 Proposed Approaches to Analyzing Qualitative Benefits

Source: IDOM.
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planning, which should in turn attract foreign 
investment. Other electronic platforms such 
as maritime single windows or government 
institutional systems could also be included 
in the PCS, providing a fully integrated value-
added service to the port community.

The development of a PCS is an impor-
tant step toward becoming a “smart port.” 
When a port has a PCS, the port community 
that is connected through the platform is 
considered to have reached a certain level of 
maturity, as standardized procedures, oper-
ations, and quality systems are required to 
achieve this. Figure 11 presents a three-level 
approach to presenting the qualitative bene-
fits that a PCS brings:

Appendix 14 presents an analysis under-
taken after identifying the main benefits 
shared by the entire port community on a 
strategic, tactical, and operational level.

5.2.2.  Methodology for calculating 
the quantitative benefits of 
a PCS

Implementing a PCS brings multiple quanti-
tative benefits and these affect each stake-
holder differently. Overall, a PCS will improve 

productivity significantly for the entire port 
community. Other benefits include cost sav-
ings or other positive monetary effects. Oth-
ers derive results from greater efficiency and 
productivity, making the stakeholders more 
competitive, which can result in attracting 
more cargo, thereby financially benefiting 
the entire port community. These poten-
tial benefits can be quantified by analyzing 
current processes (the as-is situation) and 
comparing these with how processes would 
function after they have been re-engineered 
(the to-be situation).

The phases required for the application 
of this methodology are shown in figure 12 
and described below.

• Process mapping of the as-is situation 
(current situation): A map of the port 
processes and exchange of documents 
between the different stakeholders is drawn 
so that it can later be used for process re-
engineering and to propose the functional 
requirements for the value-added services 
to be developed through the PCS.

• Process mapping of the to-be situa-
tion (future situation): The to-be situa-
tion of the port after process redesign is 

Process mapping
of the “as-is”

situation

I

Process mapping
of the “to-be”

situation

II

Comparison
between the
‘’as-is’’ and

‘’to-be’’ situations

III

Definition of
PCS services

IV

Transformation
of time savings

into cost savings

V

Figure 12 Proposed Methodology for Calculating the Quantitative 
Benefits of a PCS

Source: IDOM.
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described, based on the as-is bottleneck 
analysis of current processes. A process re-
engineering task is carried out to optimize 
the flow of goods through the port. It is 
recommended that the proposed improve-
ments be evaluated and validated with the 
port community so that each agent can 
share their ideas and expectations for the 
future PCS.

• Comparison between the as-is and to-be 
situations: First, the main sources of time-
saving that can be identified should be 
quantified. These savings should come 
directly from the process re-engineering 
carried out during the previous stage. The 
information to be considered in this anal-
ysis must be provided by the members of 
the port community. This information can 
be obtained through in-person meetings 
with stakeholders or calls made to com-
pany representatives participating in the 
meetings. To measure the time saved dur-
ing each process, a unit is assigned to it 
(the main unit is the personnel belonging 
to the port community companies who 
execute the processes and the time it takes 
them to accomplish each task).

• Definition of PCS services: After analyz-
ing the as-is process mapping and evalu-
ating the improvements proposed in the 
to-be analysis, a set of value-added PCS 
services are proposed, each of which is 
linked to one of these improvements. The 
processes (messages/actions/tasks) that 
can be improved by the implementation 

of the PCS are identified. The port com-
munity members involved in or affected 
by each process associated with a value-
added PCS service are then identified.

• Transforming time into cost savings: To 
calculate the financial savings associated 
with the corresponding time savings, a 
series of steps must be taken. The most 
common steps in such calculations are 
listed below:
• Estimate a general labor cost per year 

and per person for the administrative 
staff of the different port community 
members (customs brokers, shipping 
agents, terminal operators, shipping 
companies, etc.).

• Associate the appropriate unit with 
each process (hours/vessel, hours/
container, etc.) for the current situa-
tion (as-is) and future situation (to-be).

• Obtain information on the annual traf-
fic in goods and vessels, which can be 
obtained from port authorities and 
other government institutions.

• Once all the variables and calculations 
are available, the result in terms of time 
obtained in the comparison between 
as-is and to-be are multiplied by the 
number of vessels, containers, or other 
units, and by the hourly labor cost. 
A monetary saving estimate is thus 
obtained for each PCS process and ser-
vice, and the sum of these will result 
in the total savings brought about by 
implementing the PCS.
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The implementation of a PCS is a long pro-
cess which requires commitment and con-
stant engagement by both the public and 
private sector.

This publication aims to reduce the com-
plexity of designing and implementing a PCS 
by providing a clear overview of how a PCS 
functions and three practical tools to help 
countries or ports wishing to implement one. 
Setting up and operating a PCS will require 
human and financial resources, and well-
defined governance and revenue models will 
need to be introduced to guarantee the eco-
nomic sustainability of the system. PCS gov-
ernance should be determined in the early 
stages to ensure that the implementation 
is smooth and that the correct guidance 
and funding are available. The same can be 
said for the identification of the operational 
and technological infrastructure. The reve-
nue model—specifically, deciding whether 
to introduce a fee structure for the services 
offered—may not need to be introduced until 
the implementation stage or even later.

A good starting point before embark-
ing on implementing a PCS is to assess the 

level of readiness of a port or country using 
the PCS Readiness Assessment Question-
naire, which accompanies this publication. 
This will identify the institutional, technolog-
ical, legal, or operational shortfalls that need 
to be addressed before a port or country 
moves forward with its PCS project. In addi-
tion, preparing an advocacy plan and assess-
ing the impacts and benefits of the PCS to all 
stakeholders will ensure continued commit-
ment during the implementation and opera-
tion of the system.

PCS platforms are increasingly becom-
ing essential tools for managing the com-
plex logistics operations of modern ports. 
By providing a central hub for all information 
related to the movement of goods, these 
platforms can improve collaboration, reduce 
delays and costs, and enhance security and 
safety across the entire supply chain. As the 
shipping industry continues to grow and 
evolve, the importance of PCS platforms is 
only set to increase, and they will continue to 
play a crucial role in facilitating the efficient 
and effective movement of goods around 
the world.

Conclusions
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